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:2ÜDY 0 /  THL ^bPEOTS OP THE
The introduction of the National health Act in Britain, 
I94b-1948, i^rou^t &. renewed public interest in nurses and nursing 
and references to their status or lack of it Deceiue frequent in 
professional «nd national publications. In 1950 the .Jorld health 
organisation expressed its concern for the status of nursing at 
international level.
It seemed therefore of interest and possible usefulness to 
investigate the social standing of professional nursing as «n 
occupation for women in hngland. in 1948-9, since in the American 
literature the status or prestige of an occupation was considered 
relevant to vocational choice*
Social status and prestige hdVe oeen considered in the light 
of current psychological «nd sociological literature and in relation 
to social mobility. harlier studies of occupational status and of 
nursing recruitment in hngland have been reviewed. Teaching has 
been shown as a control occupation and the historical development 
of nursing and teaching considered. Present day nursing has been 
assessed for prestige as one of five occupations by means of a 
paired comparisons technique. d.17 respondents completed this 
questionnaire and some interesting profiles of occupational 
stereotypes were obtained in addition to a rank order for the five 
occupations.
Difficulties encountered in the use of the first 
questionnaire suggested that it infringed a social taboo for some
people. A wider survey was therefore made with a different 
questionnaire uy which 155k subjects compared nursing with 
teaching and secretarial work only. The results of this second 
survey allow comparison of various disadvantages within the three 
occupations and show differences of opinion between "the public" 
and practising members. The various findings are discussed and 
conclusions drawn relating to a social taboo, some social 
stereotypes and the ’popularity* of nursing in this country.
I should like to acknowledge the guidance and 
encouragement of rrofessor handing throughout this enquiry.
The field work Yms made possible by a two year grant 
from the medical research Council, and the thesis embodies the 
substance of the report made to them.
my thanks are due to Dr, E* kaule for many helpful 
Introductions, to ivir. Patrick slater for advice on statistical 
methods, to the Ministry of Health for allowing access to their 
hospital returns and to the many Matrons, Admlnistrators-^-Head 
and Assistant mistresses and personnel officers who gave valuable 
assistance.
finally i wish to acknowledge the help of the many 
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A STUDY OF THS'PYHHOLQGiaAL ^SPEQTS OF 
TEA RDCRUimMT OF NURSES.
I. INTRODUCTION.
Nursing, as coi occupation for women, has something in 
common with such vocations as drani&tic and other arts, in that a 
number of its recruits have had no other occupational aim since 
childhood days. Enquiry amongst a group of nursing students, or 
trained nurses, routinely reveals a number who have "always wanted 
to nurse." The not-infrequently voiced sentiment that "nurses are 
Dorn not made" reflects the popular appraisal of this fact. But 
with the growth of the health services, particularly in a welfare 
State, the number of nurses needed within a society far outreaches 
the number of girls who wish to nurse almost "at any cost", and who 
are able to do so*
The word recruitment carries a two-fold meaning. It implies 
not only the addition of numbers of trainees, but «.Iso a replenishment 
in the sense of re-invigoration. A study of recruitment is 
therefore concerned not only with quantity, but with quality.
Psychologically, recruitment is concerned with the attractive 
force of the occupation concerned, and the motivation of the 
potential recruits, üs Sherif (1948) has pointed out, "there is, 
as yet, no established psychology of motivation; motivation, 
especially on the human level, being one of the most difficult 
problems of the whole discipline." Essentially, of course, 
motivation can be reduced to the same formula as all behaviour.
B = I X E,
where I represents the individual, with his instinctive and other 
inherited characteristics in dynamic interaction with his
2.
environment and life experiences. It is impossible however to 
particularise from such cc formula. Each individUcil remains such 
ana the relative strengths of I and E producing apparently similar 
behaviour in various individuals would be extremely difficult to 
determine, even were these of any real predictive value when 
determined.
What the formula does show is that any full study of 
recruitment problems would need the resources of depth psychologists 
or psycho-analysts, as well as the social psychologists, so that 
both the drives or needs of the individuals and the social pressures 
could be studied.
No studies of the emotional needs of individuals, as 
predisposing to nursing as a career, have been published.
Lehmann*s ^ (1931) finding, that from a list of 200 occupations 
shown to 13,5Dt) schoolgirls aged 8f - 18#, nursing was ranked first 
as "the most respected" occupation by girls up to li| years, and 
fell rapidly to inferior placings with the older girls, is of course 
susceptible of various explanations. But it does stress the 
strength of its appeal for the younger girl.
Suttie’s (1935) hypothesis, of "an invisible remuneration; 
the right to act sympathetically", in nursing, in & culture in which 
there is "a taboo on tenderness" may not be irrelevant when one 
reviews the evidence for supposedly greater tolerance of rigorous 
working conditions in the early days of professional nursing history, 
and the slow growth of concern for reform from within the nursing 
profession itself. But neither Lehmann nor Suttie studied nursing
1 ^nd see page ry.
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or nurses specifically. '
This study is concerned with the social rather than the 
individual aspect of occupational choice. It is concerned with 
the attractiveness of nursing, in terms of its social prestige, in 
competition with some common alternative comparable occupations for 
women in the mid twentieth century.
Interest in this question of the status of nursing in modern 
Britain was aroused by observations made in both nursing and non­
nursing groups. In the former, references to "lack of status" were 
noted. In non-nursing circles there was evidence of an attitude 
held by members of some groups that nursing was, in some sense, 
inferior as a career for a well-educated girl*
Reference to the status of nursing, or the nurse, occurred 
very frequently in the nursing journals of 194o-50, (during the 
discussions on the National Health Service Bill/üCt) and in Hansard.
In February 195C, two years after this study was started, 
an Expert Committee of the World Health Organisation^ meeting for 
the first time at Geneva, recommended "measures to combat world­
wide shortage of nurses and to improve their economic and social 
status.“
This concept of low status, or lack of status, was therefore 
deemed worth investigating, particularly in the context of the 
social status of nursing in Britain.
4.
11. SOCIAL STATUS AND SOOIAL MOBILITY.
1. Status and Irestlge.
verbal problems, as Tbouless has stressed (Bartlett et al 
19^9], belong ratber to philosophy than to science, pacts, not 
words, are the real problem for science. Yet words are essential 
tools, as means of communication,5« for most branches of science, and 
particularly for social science, 'without therefore confusing means 
with ends, "a certain amount of attention must be paid to tools."
Status, in the oxford pnglish dictionary (1933) has acquired ‘
the meaning of “position or standing in society- in addition to its 
earlier legal and medical connotations. in a later dictionary, 
Winston’s pnecyclopaedio (1953), there is the interesting entry of 
"standing, relative position in the state, social condition."
There seems little doubt that the modern usage of this word 
reflects the growth of sociology as a science, examination of the 
liter^ature of social psychology shows a gradual increase in the use 
of the word status from the 193u^s. American textbooks on social 
psychology far outnumber those published in Britain, and it is in 
the American literature that one finds most of these references. They 
show that in psychological usage, the concepts of status and prestige 
are closely linked.
Thus Bogardus in the first edition of his jjundamentals of
social psychology (1924) does not mention the word status, but
/
defines prestige as "a personas evaluation by his associates. " in -* 
the second edition (1931) however we find a chapter headed -Status 
and Personality" in which he claims that "group evaluations give a 
person status." "Status denotes social position." Status and
prestige are different phases of the same phenomenon, prestige 
is accorded, status is received."
Murcnison (1935), suggests the need, by research, for "the 
analysis and differentiation of prestiges, since it is the theory 
of many sociologists that it (prestige factor) is a major one in 
the changing of attitudes."
La Pierre and Farnsworth (I93b) give one reference only to 
status in their index, with three to prestige. In the 1949 edition 
status has nine entries and prestige does not appear in the inaex, 
although it can oe found in the text under fashion.
Benoit-Smullyan (1944) endeavoured to tidy up the terminology 
aS regards these two concepts. On his analysis, status should oe 
used only in its basic sense of social position. For position- 
within-groups he suggest a neologism situs.
Status itself he would divide into three hierarchies; 
economic, political and prestige hierarchies. He finds five
i
criteria for the prestige status hierarchies, a person with good 
prestige status is an object of admiration, deference and imitation; 
a source of suggestion and a centre of attraction. These ore of 
course effects, not sources of prestige* Psychologically its origins 
are oDscure® In different societies different qualities secure 
prestige. Skill; «nd success are common ones; oeauty matters for 
women, less so for men. Old age and insanity are rated highly in 
some communities, but despised in others*
Prestige status is not simple, or «warded rationally and 
objectively, as are political and economic statuses, and it may oe 
independent of these. Learned and/or holy men, for example, may 
have very high prestige status and yet be poor and politically 
po werless.
A sociologist, Kimball Young (194b) defines status as a
b«
"position on a prestige scale", and relates "status dominance" to 
the "class system."
Sherif (1948) quotes Benoit-Smullyan* Maclver (1950) 
considers that "status ...*. is a subjective variaole."
In Great Britain, as Pear (1948) has pointed out, sociology 
has lagged behind. For some reason, he thinks, this country is 
"resistant to" sociology. Perhaps for this reason, British textbooks 
to date are far fewer than American ones.
Drever*s dictionary, even in 195^, omits status, although it 
defines prestige, kcDougall* s Introduction to Social Psychology, 
even in its twenty-third edition (1936) lacks any reference to the 
word^tatus, Thouless (1935, 1937 & 1951) does not use the word 
status. He uses prestige in 1925 without definition. In 1951 he 
stresses its social derivation; "Prestige is not a trait of the 
individual's own character but of the attitude of others towards 
him. It is the social esteem in which he is held, aS it appears 
to the person receiving the suggestion," Oeser (Bartlett et al. 1939) 
uses prestige without definition, and speaks of role, but not of 
status, Sprott (i949) discusses occupational prestige, but not 
status.in his texc book on sociology. In Social Psychology (1952) 
he omits prestige but mentions status, McKellar (1952) uses prestige 
without definition, and discusses status, as both objective and 
subjective, briefly. Harding (1953) mentions occupational prestige, 
but prefers esteem and distinction as synonyms. He devotes a 
chapter to social status, "long a tangled topic in social 
psychology,"
Endeavouring to summarise therefore, one might amend 
Bogardus' statement to read that "prestige and status are different
7.
aspects of the same phenomenon. Prestige is primarily a 
psychological concept, «nd status a sociological one. "
2. Social Glass and social Stratification.
The terms social class or social classes do not, as 
Thouless (1951) reminds us, necessarily imply anything more than 
simple segregation by some selected criterion or criteria.
Krech and Crutchfield (1948) would limit the term class to 
denote "collections of people" characterised by some similar 
property such as blindness, skin colour etc and emphasise that by 
"claSs" they mean an ethnic or sociological belongingness as against 
a "psychological belongingness."
Centers (1949) in contrast, stresses his "interest-group 
theory" as the b^sis of social class and considers it to be 
essentially a subjective, i.e. psychological phenomenon.
On the whole, however, observation and research in sociology 
and social psychology show that the two concepts, of social class 
and stratification^are closely linked, in both popular and scientific 
thought.
According to Landtmann (1938) there are some societies, such 
as the Kiwai Papuans in New Guinea, which are marked by a "complete 
absence of any differentiation of classes." In more complex, civilised 
societies however, stratification appears, and differences in 
social class in modem times at least, imply a concept or vertical 
social distances between such classes, i.e. stratification, with its 
accepted inferior/superior relationship and "mutual acceptance of 
difference. " (Thouless 195l)
Thus Marshall (1934) found that after all other possible
ü.
social groupings had been made, "there remains a vague and 
undefined residue which contains precisely that form of grouping 
which, led by the finger-post 'social class', we are looking for 
in contemporary England."
•Nineteen years later Marshall (1953) identifies "class" as 
one of "three m d n  types of stratification,"
* In England; this class system developed out of the more
rigid estate system, and the legal status of feudal times was 
replaced gradually by "social status", which defies exact 
definition, and for which there is "no single test but the final 
incontestable result "of acceptance or rejection by the (social) 
group.
3c Class awareness and unawareness.
Although references to social class distinctions «re frequent 
enough in sociological and some psychological literature, there is, 
Thouless (1951) suggests, for many people "a strong social taboo on 
verbal recognition of the fact of social stratification, " 
Differentials of behaviour are accepted, yet a verbal formulation
of this difference would be "«n unpardonable error in taste. " This
re-affirms Pear's (1941) "widespread severe taboo,*
Is this taboo in fact as strong as, for example, that on sex 
in Victorian times, i.e. of the nature of a reaction formation, or 
is it more simply an innovation in thought and as such resisted as 
a disturbance of habits and their security?
- At what stage of our social history, one wonders, did this
taboo originateir Is it now yielding to social changer
In 1868 the following advertisement appeared in The Times,
9.
"The Committee of the Nightingale Fund invite attention to the 
advantage wnich the Institute offers to respectable women 
(•iirrcferl±ii±ng-mitte)..., desirous of qualifying themselves for an 
independent and well paid calling,.... m. limited number of 
gentlewomen are admitted upon payment for board only, with a view 
to becoming qualified for superior situations*"
In 1873 the author of "fork for Ladies in Elementary Schools" 
wrote, "The withdrawal of Government grants to pupil teachers has., 
increased the wastage of girls..... to find better prospects both 
with regard to their incomes and their inclinations...in domestic 
service, and in millinery and dressmaking. On the other hand.. * 
any impartial observer thoughtfully reviewing the different social 
orders of our English society with respect to this question will be 
struck by the curious anomafy that a few degrees higher in the 
social scale is to be found a class of women who not only occupy 
without effort the intellectual level to which these schoolmistresses 
have, with so much expense and difficulty been raised, but... are 
in urgent need both of occupation and maintenance." "why" she asks, 
"should a lady be lessjesteemed as a village schoolmistress than as 
a governessY" There was need for the special college to train these 
ladies, however, not only because of the crowded state of those 
already existing, but also, by consideration of the different social 
position of those for whom it is required. - (Hubbard, 1873).
In recent years Martin (1953) apparently found little 
difficulty while pursuing his research, in discussing social class 
and status with respondents. Himmelweit's (195^) adolescent 
subjects could discuss the "system" of social class, although two-
iO.
thirds of them were puzzled by the term "social class. '*
The topic of social class presents numerous and fascinating 
problems for the psychologist, but many must oe side-tracked as 
irrelevant to this particular study. For example Ginsberg's (193^) 
query as to just "what one is conscious of when one is class 
conscious" is still unanswered. The many studies of signs and 
symbols of class distinction in all their fascinating fluidity in 
modern times emphasise the reality of this interesting social force 
but do not define it. Nor does the Marxist doctrine of class 
conflict seem a necessary result of a hierarchical social structure, 
although its formulation has undoubtedly affected social mobility. 
Three factors that are of importance however are : -
(i) That consciously or unconsciously some of us, in modern Britain 
at any rate, are influenced to some degree by the existence of what 
Wootton (1941) describes as "snob class", as well as opportunity 
class.
(ii) That where social strata are not kept impermeable by caste 
there will be some degree of social mobility.
(iii) That in all stratified societies occupations tend to become 
associated with social standing, or strata.
4. Social mobility.
’where vertical social distances exist, mobility may of 
course, be either up or down. It is interesting therefore to note 
that the upward trend is more marked than the downward one.
Harrison (1942) reports "all the time we note people tending 
to talk about themselves as * better off than they really are. " 
his public school, in Melanesia, and in Worktown, he foimd "the
il.
idea of looking upwards and working upwards", marked, and considers 
"that the process of taking small steps upward in life is prooaoly 
more important than is generally appreciated."
Reports of actual measurements of social mobility are not 
numerous, presumably because of the extensive research entailed.
In America, in 1937, an attempt was made at St. Jose, "a 
western community in a region of maximum economic growth. *
(Maclver 1950) Davidson and Anderson found "considerable vertical 
mobility, "
Ginsberg's study in Britain (19^7/8) of 2,844 Cases shows 
"evidence of upward mobility..., and this seems to be increasing as 
compared yvith the paSt generation. "
Using three socio-economic "classes", for 'the present 
generation* the movement upward was
III to 1 II to I III to II
12.0# 55.0# jKXX#
compared with a downward movement of
I to III I to II II to III
0.6# 7*0# 27.0#
The most recent studies (Glass, 1954) suggest that movements 
reported in earlier studies may be more apparent than real in that 
there may be"a general increase in the proportion of white collar 
jobs" in a community, in addition to "any redistribution of 
personnel between the various status categories. " It is noted, 
however, that what matters "to the man in the street" is "whether
he is 'getting on in the world' compared with his father," i*e.
12o
there is evidence of striving, if not actual movement. Studies 
of social class or stratification, or mobility, all stress one 
thing, namely, the use of occupation as an index of social position.
Hatt (1950) examined the reliability of existing 
occupational classifications »s indices for use in studies of 
social stratification. The total societal position, he considers, 
must reflect esteem as wexl as ptestige. Esteem however is so 
"rooted in local idiosyncrasy as to resist generalisation", and 
therefore, occupations, carefully assessed, do probably give the 
best single index of general social prestige.
13.
III. EARUER STUDIES.
1. Hyman's study of status.
Hyiiion (1943) maae a study, (the only one published to date), 
of status from the psychological aspect. He points out that status 
Can be considered objectively, subjectively «nd socially*
Evaluation by objective criteria is deceptively simple. The 
impoverished aristocrat «nd the nouveaux riches, for example, would 
be misplaced by any simple objective measure or evaluation of 
economic standing or standard of living., Subjective evaluation of 
status, he considers, must reflect both the objective and the social 
scales, in a normally adjusted person.
He therefore studied ideas of subjective status as functions 
of the individual's reference groups.
He interviewed thirty-one subjects; (thirteen male and 
eighteen female), to determine their ideas of status and its 
dimensions; its genesis, criteria and frames of reference and the 
subjects' evaluations of and satisfaction with, their own statuses.
Theoretically, an individual has as many statuses as he has 
reference groups, but in practice Hyman found that the number of 
such reference groups habitually used was small, in the individual's 
concern with his status.






Logically one might expect a high correlation between social 
and economic categories, but Hyman's experimental statistics gave a
14.
low correlation only. He quotes this as evidence of the cultural 
log between accorded (social) and economic (objective) statuses.
He also noted a consistent tendency to report social status 
as higher than economic, particularly where the economic was low* 
a result of his interviewing he concluded that 
"individuals operate for the most part in small groups within the 
total society. The total population may have little relevance for 
them*"
He composed a scale, based on his findings, using six criteria 
(as above with an additional "general category") and three 
reference groups, which were
(i) Friends and acquaintances.
(ii) The occupational group.
(iii) The total adult population of the United States.
Re-test reliability of this eighteen-part scale, after two
}
weeks, v/as adequate except for the reference group, "friends. " 
Reliability of status assessment is therefore, he concludes, a 
function of the reference group used.
4L. Of ct Hierarchy of Occupations*
Â. Britisn and American studies.
The social grading of occupations generally is now being 
studied as one aspect of the phenomena of social class end social 
mobility*
In Britain Hall and Jones (1950) published results of an 
investigation of more than one thousand opinions about thirty 
"representative" occupations ranging from bricklayer to company 
director* Their results are not very conclusive. The "consensus of
opinion was greater than expected*" Such differences of opinion as
15.
were observed did not seem to be significant. Variability in 
judgement was most marked (a) around the centrally placed 
occupations and (d ) amongst respondents themselves low in the 
occupational scale.
Young and Willmott (195b) made a smaller study, to follow 
up the above results. They used the Hall and Jones list of 
occupations ?/ith eighty-two manual workers of East London. Their 
approach was by interview, not letters and questionnaires as used 
by Hall and Jones. This study showed"& considerable measure of 
dissension#". Respondents fell into two groups; devients (3^/83) 
who judged according to unconventional scales of Values, by which 
an agricultural labourer topped the list uid a company director 
Came thirtieth; and "normals", amongst the sixty "normal" 
respondents there were "striking differences" from the Hall and 
Jones results as regards the central and lower occupations. Young 
and W^illmott therefore stress the need for further investigations 
following their pilot study.
In America twenty five years earlier Counts (19^5) first 
stressed the importance of "the fundamental questions of social 
status" in vocational psychology. "The importance of these 
intangible rewards of an occupation can hardly be over-emphasised. " 
His interest was primarily in the then lowered prestige of teachers 
in his country, *%Iany have assumed that the point has been reached 
in the degradation of the profession where one is justified in 
feeling some embarrassment if found within its ranks,
^ It is interesting to compare Wilkinson's (19^8) report 
that among the 8b university students asked towards which 
occupation their opinion had changed most favourably over the 
past five - ten years. Teaching was mentioned more often than 
any other.
lb.
He chose forty-five (male) occupations "more or less at 
random" and obtained rankings of their social standing from 
schoolboys, freshman and teachers, 384 respondents in all. From 
the results he concluded that tiae task set was perhaps too demanding 
for his young subjects out that it was "fairly well done*" His 
dissatisfaction with the technique limits the conclusions dravm* He 
found "remarkable agreement" among all his six groups* Differences 
in background, future or age were apparently insignificant* "There 
are clear cut differences in social standing" of occupations. 
Professions stand highest «nd the high prestige of professions 
attracts recruits to their ranks.
The latest American study of occupational prestige is that 
made by the National tpinion Research Centre (l94b/7) as one of 
their routine national polls* Using interviewers and a printed five 
point scale of "excellent to poor standing", they obtained rankings 
from 6,930 respondents, including a "special sample of youth" for 
ninety male occupations*
In these results, Government offices ranked highest and 
professions next*
Respondents were also asked "what makes a job excellent?" 
Replies, in order of frequency were
(i) High income
(ii) Hervice to humanity
(iii) bociaf prestige, tied with training requirements.
Between these two studies numerous other investigators have 
studied the social standing, admiration, respect, or esteem, for 
Various occupations of wider or narrower fields and with male and
17.
female respondents of different backgrounds and age groups. The 
smallest list of occupations, twenty, was that used by Coutu (1936). 
Haxl (1938) listed two hundred and fifty. Subject groups varied 
from schoolChildren to adults.
Using schoolchildren «s respondents Lehmant\(1931) 
administered a "vocational - attitude quiz" containing a 
"comprehensive" and catholic list of 200 occupations to 13,54b boys 
and 13»532 girls beirteen 8# and 18# years of age. The brief report 
of this study contains no appraisal of technique other than a 
reference to Gounté* subjects as "fewer and more mature. "
The tdSk set was a manifold one. The child was warned that 
he should consider only those occupations in which he was willing 
to engage as a life work and then to mark
(a) The three occupations he would like best to follow.
(b) The one occupation he was most likely to follow,
(c) The three occupations he believed to be the best money makers.
(d) The three occupations he believed to be most respected.
(e) The three occupations he considered to require least effort.
With so demanding a questionnaire and assortment of
respondent ages «nd backgrounds detailed examination of results is 
contraindicated. Teaching, in its various grades, ranked generally 
high for "respect"; Nursing (one grade only) received variable 
treatment, and will be considered later*
Neitz (1935) repeated Counts' study as a comparative one after 
a ten year interval. He shortened the list to 40 occupations and 
used only High School seniors as respondents as less biased than 
Teachers. He found that Banker was given priority, but otherwise.
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as Delore, the professions headed the list. The occupations ranked 
lowest were those of "personal service" or "hctrd manual laDour", 
requiring little or no preparation. The "only significant changes" 
were in the middle twenty of the listed occupations.
Students opinions have Deen obtained by '7ilkinson (19^^), 
Anderson (1934), Stevens (194Ü) and Smith (1943).
Wilkinson used Bog^rdus* social distance technique with Sbl 
college students representative of various years of faculties. The 
majority, 600, were men. Wilkinson’s findings confirm "the theory 
that social distance is proportional to social difference", out 
submits that these findings are still only really "tentative 
hypotheses. " Doctor, teacher, servant and dope seller are nuiied as 
occupations "definitely fixed" by society; whereas the distances 
showed relative to "the minister, the soldier, the nurse and the 
policeman...., made interesting proolems for interpretation,"
Davis (195^) points out the inclusion of occupations representing 
the world of entertainment and the underworld, "not unexpectedly" 
showed that value systems and ethical standards, are concerned in 
these judgement studies,
anderson (1934) and Stevens (19# ) working with similar 
three^pcirt questionnaires and male and female college students and 
occupations respectively, contrasted social prestige with the 
contribution to society and fincncid return of callings.
Anderson’s men considered that social prestige related more 
to the economic return than to the contribution to society of an 
occupation. Stevens’ women were of the opposite opinion. (The 
correlations concerned were in the 0*90 and 0*80 ranges respectively ).
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for contribution to society the women placed the nurse 
fourth, for social prestige, however, nurse was excluded from a 
"first five" choice.
Smith (1943) introduced c. type of social distance technique 
in obtaining the opinion of 345 high school and college students ■ 
about one hundred occupations, m&le and female. Respondents were 
asked for seating precedence c*t a public dinner. Teachers were not 
included in Smith’s list, but two grades of nurse and social workers 
were. ÂQ usually occurs, professional occupations rank highest and 
"only in finance and nursing were there large divergences in rank 
order status for eminence. Even so the rank order correlation of
0*79 ,054 is "far above the avercge for general sociological
data. "
Coutu’s (I93b) "professions" study was also made with student 
respondents. 143 engineering 14«i law and lOk medical students 
completed his paired comparisons questionnaire, wnich contrasted 
their own profession with nineteen others. Each subject h«d 
therefore to m^ke 190 choices, with an additional six repeated ones 
inserted as a reliability test.
Goutu was concerned both with the technique of paired 
comparisons and with the attitude of the students to professions 
other than their own. kale and female professions were listed.
The technique satisfied Goutu and the results show many point© 
of interest, for this study particularly it is of interest to notice 
the enhanced egocentrism of the medical students and their 
relatively high estimation of the graduate nurse as a worker in the 
same field. Goutu, interestingly, does not include teachers in this 
list of twenty professions.
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3 , Hartmann (193b) was interested in the effects of familiarity 
with nomenclature and status evaluations in three groups of 
respondents: one hundred «dults from an industrial area; one hundred 
from an agricultural area and fifty college students. He coupled 
a list of twenty-five "healing art careers." Respondents were 
asked to sort a5 cards into the order of"admiration” held oy society 
generally, for various callings. Manicurist was included to give a 
DttSic anchorage and average scores and dispersions calculated for 
all occupations. ..s Hartmann expected the ^incomprehensibility of 
many labels affects their rankings", as for example, "Opnthalmolegist 
ranks lower than registered nurse”. Otherwise "objective differences" 
were recognised, as is shown by nurse «jud practical nurse. The 
average dispersions confirmed these findings.
Two studies used molly adult respondent groups.
G-W. Hartmann (1934) asked 450 persons "in diverse careers and 
living in different localities" to arrange twenty five 
representative occupations (male and female) in order of respect 
and admiration. Three classes of teacher were included but only 
one of nurse. Representative of twelve occupations were included, 
so that occupational egocentrism could be checked.
Hartmann found "unexpected strikingly consistent" opinions 
about the relative positions awarded, and good "occupational insight" 
from self-ratings. The public school teacher stands lowest amongst 
the "accepted professional groups" but "definitely above"such
"average social status as represented by the mean position of .
saleman, nurse, pook-keeper, farmer and Carpenter." He comments on 
the inconsistency between assumptions that teacher status is
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inferior and the fact that "competent people.... strive..... 
desperately" to gain admission to the teaching fi&d.
Hartmann finally questions the comparative validity of urban 
and professional as against rural opinions, (despite the striking 
consistency above) and the existence of any, single "universe" of 
social comparison, since "oorgeois proletarian classes" form 
separate prestige scales in his opinion.
Hall's (1938) would-be comprehensive study of k5k 
occupations has not been fully recorded in the journals. No details 
are therefore available.
B. Evaluation of the above findings.
The validity of any single extensive scale of occupations 
as a sociological measuring rod haS been questioned, implicitly or 
explicitly, by Bogardus and Hall in America, and Davis in Britain.
Bogardus (1928), in discussing Wilkinson's study, pointed 
out that occupational distance must be considered on a horizontal, 
as well as wtical, plane. His brief discussion of professions of 
equivalent but different complexity foreshadowed H a Ü ' s^later 
suggestion of the need for a concept such as "situs'*, to allow for 
sub hierarchies in occupational scales. a.s the N.O. H. G. results 
showed occupations too dissimilar for easy comparison may be awarded 
equivalent ranks by group average scores,
Davis (195^) also doubts the accuracy of any set of 
averaged "general public" opinions, since different publics are 
likely to v^ry considerably in their value systems. .here
individual opinions within a specialised group, (as for example. 
Young and Willmott's deviants) are given more weight than in the
generally accepted group averages of the majority of studies, these 
"surprising consistencies" may De questioned.
He points out too, that </arner (194^) found "Doth upper «nd 
lower social strata tend to "telescope" their further reaches: 
Young cJid Jillmott's study confirms Hall and Jones finding of 
increased variability at the lower end of the social scale.
Meitz as well o.s Hall and Jones remark on the greater 
Variability of opinion around the central parts of their scales.
Interesting, therefore, as all these studies may be in 
various ways, they do raise the question of the usefulness of 
extensive or v/idely "representative" lists of occupations.
C. The Social Standing of Nursing in U.S.A.
Although the results of the various American studies 
discussed above only offer approximate results, it is of interest 
to notice the relative position of nursing, in that society, as it 
appears in the lists.
Chronologically, the position can be summarised as follows 
In 19a8 Wilkinson found, amongst students, these social 
distances.
(i) 458/bOO ilbfo) would admit to marriage. (This is 
assuming nursing to be interpreted as a female 
occupation oniy)
(ii) 674/861 (79%) would admit to their club*
(iii) 791/861 (90%) would meet in the street as a neighbour.
(iv) 838/861 (99%) would admit to the same church.
(v) 860/861 (100%) would allow voting citizenship*
By these results nursing stands fairly high in society. How
far respondents were considering graduate or registered nurses only
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cJid how far they considered the word as including Doth registered 
and practical nurses is open to conjecture.
In 1931 Lehmann's "quiz" showed that amongst 13,53k school 
girls aged %  to 1 %  years nursing was given first or second rank 
of "three most respected occupations" by girls 8f - Ilf years,
After this it decreased in rank, and the eight year old girls 
placed it eighteenth out of tv/o hundred occupations. In 1934 
Gr. //. Hartmann, in discussing the position of teachers, wrote "If 
the public school teacher lascks caste, it must only oe with the 
numerically small professional groups who stand above her; certainly 
this does not hold for the great body of citizens wno fall below 
her in status. If 'average' social status is represented by the 
mean positions of such diverse vocations as salesman, nurse, book­
keeper, farmer and carpenter, then there is not the slightest doubt 
that the teachers aS a cl«.ss stand above these in repute. "
Nursing is obviously not considered here as a profession, 
despite the nunibers of nurse university training courses. (The 
majority of Hartmann's adult respondents were from a city of 5^,000 
population.)
In 1936 Goutu's three groups of professional students 




Medical Students 3.6 less 2.6 = 1.0
law Students k.65 less 0.4 - 2.25
Engineering Students 1.9 less 0.i5 ^ 1.75
k4.
Each group scored its own profession as first, i.e. 0*0.
The medical students however, made their second place score 
(research scientist) 2.6; whereas the Law students placed 
physician second with 0.4 marks and the Engineers placed him second 
with 0.15 marks. To assess the relative evaluations of nursing 
therefore, corrections have been made,in the figures above, to allow 
for the marked egocentrism of the medical students.
In 1956, J. HartmannJ_s study of twenty five medical 
specialists gives the most accurate assessment of nursing by 







Registered Nurse Ibth 4th l2th
^Practical Nurse 22nd 12th 20th
M: id wife 24th Ibth 24th
In 1940, Steven's College women ranked nursing first for 
contributinguto society but did not place it amongst the "first 
five" for either financial return or social prestige.
In the latest evaluation. Smith (1945) amongst high school 
seniors and undergraduates the registered nurse was ranked 2b/l00 
and the practical nurse 61/100# for both the standard error was 
high (0*744 and C.82f).
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5o Of Nursing Recruitment.
The provision of an adequate number of suitable candidates 
to meet the increasing demonas of the nursing services in this 
country has long been a national healtn problem, and since 1950 
this problem has been the subject of a variety of studies.
for convenience of description these earlier studies of the 
broad field of nursing recruitment can be grouped under two headings:
The series of comprehensive surveys by Commissions and 
Committees set up by various sections of the community.
B. X. series of individual investigations or critical 
evaluations.
Witnin each group these vTill be described in chronological 
order, but aS scrutiny of the dates will show, the smaller studies 
appeared between the various major reports*
(g) The final Report of the Lancet Commission on Nursing. 195k,
This Commission was set up by the Lancet, one of the leading 
medical journals in Great Britain, "to enquire into the snortage of 
candidates, trained did untrained, for nursing the sick in general 
did special hospitals throughout the country, end to offer 
suggestions for making the service more attractive to women suitable 
for this necessary work."
The Commission comprised twelve members
four physicians, two hospital Matrons, one Chairman of a Hospital 
Management Committee, represented the employing bodies: two Head
Mistresses, one Member of Council of Bedford College for Women, and 
the Chairman of the Employment Committee of the London and National 
Society for „omen's Service, represented the employees point of
2bo
view.
The method of enquiry was a mixture of the hearing of formal
evidence and consideration of "evidence in writing", together with
a synopsis of questionnaire results and "informal evidence" from
conversations with nurses. Many spontaneous letters were received.
\
The formal evidence was obtained from senior members of 
various recognised nursing groups, headmistresses, the British 
Hospitals Association Council and Medical Superintendents of 
hospitals* There is no suggestion that these witnesses were 
selected as a random sample of opinion*
Written evidence was invited «nd received from a very wide
\
variety of interested persons - "from all sections of the community 
and from every part of the British Isles." The possibility of bias 
in this sample# does not seem to have been considered.
i
questionnaires were sent to sixty nurses in training (‘"for 
the most part personally known to members of the commission or their 
friends.") forty State Registered Nurses in hospital service also 
answered questionnaires, and from a random sample of hospitals, b86 
administrators co-operated. Schoolgirl opinion was obtained from 
various secondary school "old girls" via headmistresses, and some 
two hundred “young women of good education, (secondary school or 
public school) between the ages of 19 and 30 were questioned on behalf 
of the commission early in 1951 and a record was kept of their ideas 
on the nursing profession."
Cif the schoolgirls we: are told that a small minority wei‘e
in training as nurses, the majority were in teaching or secretarial 
work. Girls interested in athletics were chosen; this presumably 
in order to rule out health as a primary deterrent to nursing. No
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account is given of the occupations of the two hundred, others 
"Detween the ages of 19 end 50".
The findings of the Lancet Commission.
Eight reasons for shortage of candidates were reported :
(i) The gap between school leaving and hospital entry ages.
(ii) The long working hours, and the lack of facilities to plan 
off duty.
(iii) The physical strain, from combined domestic and nursing 
duties.
(iv) The mental strain of combining ward work with lecture 
courses.
(v) Restrictions on social life by Nurses Home Regulations, 
as well as lack of planned off duty ^s above.
(vi) Poor material conditions such as food and accommodation.
(vii) Low rates of pay for trained staff, and lack of general 
superannuation ^ schemes.
(viii) Unsatisfactory social status.
a S regards (viii) the following were considered to affect 
adversely the professional status of the registered nurse.
(i; The common complaint that "the probationer is disparaged by 
her seniors and sometimes rebuked before the patient. “
(ii) The attitude of the doctor to the nurse "which is criticised 
by members both of the nursing and the medical professions."
(iii) The employment of untrained, or partially trained, women by 
doctors, hospitals and by the public.
(iv; The "growing tendency to appoint medical women and others to 
administrative posts for which nurses are specially qualified."
By its terms of reference, the Lancet Commission was 
concerned /d.th adaptation rather than reconstruction. It therefore
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concluded its report by a series of recommendations whicn coula 
be implemented without any major changes of policy; ana by 
referring briefly to four "questions of policy too fundamental 
to be within a scheme of adaptation*
The recommendations were as follows
(i) The Preliminary St«te examination should be divided into two 
parts, so that a first theoretical test could be taken, if desired, 
before entering hospital. The establishment of pre-Nursing courses 
to include this Part I theory as well as subjects of general 
education was suggested as a means of "filling the gap" between 
school-leaving and hospital entry.
(ii) hospitals and the public should recognise that nurses pay 
. (indirectly) for their training by student labour, and student
status should be 'enhanced by separation of the educational, from 
the administrative finances of a hospital. Higher salaries should 
be paid to Stdte Registered Nursing Staff, and the Ward Sister's 
duties’ as a. clinical teacher be recognised by increased salary and 
lessening of some clerical administrative duties.
(iii) Hours of work should be shortened, and ward maids used more 
to release nurses from duties not directly concerned vsith the 
patient*
(iv) Conditions of service should be modernised, e.g. the forms
of admission «nd contract should be less forbidding, and supervision 
in nurses homes be modernised.
The four questions of policy suggest by the Lancet Commission 
were as follows :
(i) The establishment of School of Nursing connected vd.th the 
Universities*
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(ii) The simplification of registration of trained nurses, by the 
institution of c. single register, with supplementary diplomas.
(iii) A substantial shortening of the course of training.
(iv) The grading of nurses by recognition of some form of assistant 
or attendant to work under the supervision of the trained nurse#
(b) The Interim Report of the Inter-departmental Committee on 
Nursing Services 1959.
Despite any effects of the Lancet Report it was found
necessary to appoint another committee,in 195Y, "in view of the great
urgency of the problem."
A committee was therefore set up by the ministry of Health
cJid the BocJi’d of Education, under the chairmanship or the Eari of
mthlone. formal evidence w^s taken from twenty-five associations,
representing medicine,- nursing education, and local authorities.
Some thirty-seven other "bodies and persons'* sent .vritten evidence.
The findings ;^ nd suggestions of this interim report were in
mcny respects essentially those of the Lancet study. The need for
division of the Preliminary State examinations; shorter hours of
work; more use or ward m^ids and orderlies; improved amenities ^ d
relaxation of over-strict discipline; better superannuation schemes,
improved salaries for trained nurses.
Salaries should be regulated on a national basis, as were
those of the teaching profession by the Burnham Sc^le. "Having
regard to the responsibility of their work, nurses aS a class are
badly underpaid." "Nursing is the only profession in which the
principle that the maximum s alary is more important than the minimum,
is ignored. "
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Srince nursing is a form of national service, the nation 
could De asked to give grants to hospitals. The Ministry of Health 
could assist those hospitals which were nurse training schools.
The L o c d  Authorities could assist its local hospitals for conmunity 
service.
It is interesting to note, in this Athlone Report, the 
further emphasis on the status of the profession. In the first 
section one reads, "With striking unanimity our witnesses have 
drawn our attention to the importchice of improving the status of 
the profession." The first step towards this object is to give 
(underlining mine) the profession status in the eyes of the puDlic 
compaTaDie, in its own Way, with the status of the teaching 
profession." (Athlone. p. 8.) To this end it was recommended that 
a Salaries committee be set up equivalent to the Burnham Committee
i
for teachers*
The Assistent Nurse was accepted as a now established grade 
of nurse, and her control by means of a ^tc^te Roll was suggested.
(c) The Nursing Reconstruction Committee of the Royal College of 
Nursing*
The investigations of the Athlone Committee were 'suspended* 
during the Wo.r emergency. In 1941 therefore the Royal College of 
Nursing set up a further committee, under the chairmanship of Lord 
Horder.
This committee comprised fifty members. Twenty-five 
represented the Royal College of Nursing; twenty-five represented 
'Kindred associations'. The latter panel included four doctors, 
eight lay men and women (two of whom were sent by Lay Hospital
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Associations) and thirteen other senior nurses from various fields 
of work.
The work was done mainly by sub-committees, and as the title 
of the report suggests was concerned ,d.th long-term policy rather 
than adaptation. This report was issued in four sections.
(i) Section 1. 1942. Qn the assistant Nurse
(ii) Section II. 1943. On Education and Training of 
Nurses*
(iii) aection III. 1943, On Recruitment.
(iv) Section IV. 1949. On the Social & Economic 
Conditions of the Nurse.
Section I. The Assistant Nurse.
The assistant Nurse is recognised aS an established new
grade of nurse. She is however-a potential danger to the State
Registered Nurse, as well, of course, to the lay public to whom
details of training ore unknown.
The position of the assistant Nurse should therefore be 
fixed by registration of training, definition of title and 
enrolment on « State Roll. "She is needed «aS an integral part of 
the profession. " her status "offers the key to the improved 
training and employment of her senior partner the State Registered 
Nurse, S.R.N." (assistant Nurses are State Enrolled. S.L.a.N. ) 
(Horder 1942. p. 5.)
Section II. Education and Training.
The Ooiümittee refers to the current division of opinion 
about' the scope of a nurse's duties and so of her training* "Some 
critics,' - particularly a small section of the medical profession •
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are alarmed .t the incre^^ing emphasis on the education of the 
nurse# They contend that it is too theoretical, and is leading 
to the production of ov pseudo-doctor. They consider that only a 
doctor need know why certain treatments ore ordered, and th^t ^11 
the nurse requires is to have a high standard of technical skill 
in the cr^ft of nursing and to be scrupulously conscientious in 
carrying out the treatment prescribed*” (Horder 1943# p# lO)
But "today sne (the nurse) must &iso be a health teacher 
and educator. as the scope of medicine increases, so does the scope 
of nursing; and as the St^te Registered Nurse responds to new 
requirements so the Assistant Nurse should come forward to relieve 
her in suitable spheres. "
"In the committee’s view Nursing is not merely an item in
the nation’s medical service, but a profession parallel to that of
;
medicine, occupying an appointed and increasingly important place 
in the national plan for health# " (Border 1943* p. 11 )
To support this view, the Committee advocates the 
re-introduction of a test-examination for candidates lacking 
Satisfactory certificates of general education; fewer training 
schools in order to m^int^in high standards; separation of 
educational from administrative hospital finances, and national 
grants for nurse training schools#
Training should take longer, be more comprehensive as a 
bciSic course, leading to later specialisation; and Yard Sisters, 
in addition to Sister Tutors, should have teaching certificates 
of Some sort*
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Section III. On Recruitment.
This section of the report was concerned witn the "serious 
percentage of failures", averaging 55% for the Preliminary State 
examination, cJid 23% for the Pinal Examination*
Wastage sho uld De reduced " Dy improving the quality of 
candidates for training ^s student nurses, and persuading the less 
promising, from tne training point of view, to qualify as Assistant 
Nurses*" In its recruits, the profession looks for ^ good 
educational background with scientific and cultural subjects 
included; jnd for Broadmindedness to maintain interest in the 
outside world c.nd to play a part as citizens as well es professional 
îïorkers*
" hat tne student nurse expects of the profession” was 
ascertained with the help of units , of the dtudent Nurses association
i
("An integral, though junior, section of the Royal College of 
Nursing, vvith‘units in more than two hundred hospitals.")
(Horder 1945* p. 5b)
These student nurses expect to oe competently trained to 
attain atate Registration; to be regarded during training primarily 
as students and not as employees whose interests must oe 
subordinated to those of the hospital; a salary, when trained, which 
'befits the status of a professional woman'; modern enlightened 
discipline, good living conditions, holidays and medical attention, 
and opportunity to plan off duty to maintain contacts with life 
outside hospital.
In this third section of its report, the Committee also 
records its opinion of the publicity which had been given to nursing
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conditions over the past ten years. "Borne of the present 
deterrents to recruitment are due to admitted shortcomings within 
the profession itself. Others can be classed as misconceptions; 
while in far too many cases the profession has suffered from 
deliberate misrepresentation, fostered sometimes by misfits ,»ho 
hc.ve left the service - of ’whom there e^ re some glaring examples - 
sometimes by sections of the more sensational press, sometimes 
unfortunately by groups who make the most of real grounds of 
criticism for their own ends.“ (Horder 1943. p. 55)
The lost Section (IV) of the Nursing Reconstruction 
Committee's Report waS issued six years later, alter the Report 
of the Government rking iLrty on Nursing. It will therefore be
reviewed after this# (see p. )
(d) The Report of the Government lor king Party on the Recruitment 
ana Training of Nurses.
Majority Report, 1947.
This working Party was appointed by the Minister of Health, 
the Secretary of State for Scotland and the Minister of Labour & 
National Service to review thé position of the nursing profession, 
in 194b, since "the impending establishment of a National Health 
Service would undoubtedly increase the demand for nurses, a 
"comprehensive review of the whole Nursing Service and its problems" 
was therefore considered to be "of first importance." (forking 
Party Report 1947 p. iii}
Two tasks were attempted by this Yorking Party:
(ii üji assessment of the size and structure of the Nursing
profession, together v^ fith intake and wastage of candidates.
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(ii) Criticisms of, and suggestions about, training methods.
The aim of the survey was "to arrive at some degree of finality 
in considering these (nursing) problems" by attempting a scientific 
study in vvhich "precise and objective" measurements in the field 
should "discover the facts and let the facts speak for themseives. "
Yith the assistance of trained investigators a fieid study 
was madeinvoiving "direct contact vd.th a substantial and 
representative sample of nurses of all ranks and in all fields of
the profession and all types of institution, le carried out
Various enquiries and tests in over aOO hospitals... chosen 
statistically ^ d  a representative sample of the hospital
nursing services of the nation." (Working Party Report, 1947, 
p. 3 - 4)*
Intelligence tests were amongst those used, c,nd the results 
are interesting. "The average ability of hospital nurses, including 
the untrained as well as the trained, is probably somewhat ^bove 
that of the population as a whole. There are many more nurses in 
the upper ranges of ability compared with the corresponding 
proportions of the general population, and fewer in the lower
ranges# There are appreciable differences of ability between the
different grades of nurse. The «verage ability of the student body 
is superior to that of the trained nurse#" (lorking Party majority 
Report, 1947, p. l8/l9).
It is pointed out, however, that this last finding may mean
(a) that nursing is now attracting abler candidates, or (b) that 
the ablest students abandon training before completing the course, 
or (c) that the differences may be attributable entirely to
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differences in age; i.e. although the differences in these test 
scores were significantly large, the reasons fdr„the differences 
cannot be assigned.
Party main conclusions are summarised in the Majority
Report#
Priority is given to wastage during training as "the key 
problem in the present training system." This was said to oe between 
50% and 70%. To reduce this figure the following changes were 
considered necessary.
(i) Pull student status for nurses in training - with a more 
modern system of discipline.
(ii) A new selection procedure for student nurses#
(iii; A better method of selection for appointment to senior 
posts.
(iv) Improved amenities and diet.
(v) Bhorter hours, on a three shift system, to approximate 
to a "normal" working day.
AS regards training, a shorter but more comprehensive scheme 
is envisaged, with a single Register. More emphasis is to be laid 
on the social and preventive aspects of medicine and so of nursing# 
Responsibility for recruitment should rest primarily with 
the ministry of Health rather than the Ministry of Labour & National 
Service*
A Regional Nurse Training Hoard should be set up in each of 
the fourteen hospital regions to plan and co-ordin^fe training 
facilities#
Experimental training schemes and research should be
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enco uraged.
There should be a single, enlarged, more comprehensive ana 
more representative General Nursing Council for the whole of Great 
Britain.
The State Roll of assistant Nurses should be abolished and 
nuiiibers of ward m«.ids and domestic, orderlies increased#
(d) (ii; The Government TJorking Party# .Minority Report, 1948.
The psychologist member of the Government Working Party ^elt 
unable to sign the majority Report because of a "divergence of view#, 
on the nature of the basic problems in the nursing situation." Dr. 
Cohen therefore published his ov/n liLnority Report in 1948#
He dissents from the Chairman's final note at the end of 
the 1947 Report, that "at the best progress of reform is bound to 
be slow" since the rate of reform will "rather depend on the //ill 
to act. The Services have shown what can be done where the will 
exists to initiate uid swiftly execute vast new training projects. " 
"it would probably be true to say that in the face of a 
seemingly intractable nursing situation the old methods, (i#e. 
traditional committee procedure by administrators etc) can do little 
more than solve on occasional problem by dint of persistent trial 
and error in discussion. If so, and if any new conclusions are 
not to be swept aside by succeeding investigators, a complete 
departure in method, presumably along scientific lines, is 
evidently needed."
"Commitment to a scientific approach .... mc^rks a new stage 
in the use of science in Government# "
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AS Dr. Cohen rightly points out, the planning of an 
effective nursing service is dependent upon the nurse's function 
both in hospital and other health services.
"The aim of economic planning is described as the use of 
the no.tiono.1 resources in the best interests of the nation as e 
whole... wJid only <aS part of a comprehensive plan for health can 
we estimate correct nursing requirements." (minority Report 
1948. p. 3).
"Provision of facilities for social and psychological 
research on « sc«le commensurate vvith the needs of the national 
situation in health planning aS elsewhere will require bold and 
imaginative aCtion in place of existing policies of thuid 
pursimony in sponsoring such research." (minority Report 1948 p.53)
The duration of patient stay in hospital is suggested as a 
useful criterion for nursing effectiveness, and by examination of 
available statistics from a69 voluntary hospitals for 1938, Dr.
Cohen demonstrates o. suggestive relationship between length of 
patient stay and the treined-nurse/bed ratio. As he, doubtless, 
would be ready to admit however, his figures are too small to be 
classed aS more than suggestive.
(c) (iv) The Nursing Reconstruction Committee of the Royal 
College of Nursing.
Section IV of Report, 1949* The Social and Economic 
Conditions of the Nurse.
Section IV of this Report \ms delayed until 1949, and 
differs from the earlier sections in its presentation of findings. 
The preliminary survey was made by a working party under the
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leadership of Mrs. G. (now Professor Lady; Williams, (Reader in 
Socio-Economics University or London), and “The Conmittee had to 
assess whether the facts submitted to it by the working party were, 
in its experience correct, and to make amendments where these 
appeared to be necessary, and to present its summaries in such a 
Way as to carry the nursing position still further forward. "
(Horder, IV, 1949, p# 6. ). The nursing recruitment problem is 
reviewed as part of the general manpower problem of the nation, and 
the need for economy in nursing skills stressed since “demand has 
already outstripped supply." The implications of student-status, 
and the time-honoured problem of student labour as cheap labour, 
are «.gain reviewed.
The question of prestige, as reflected in methods of payment,
is discussed, and the "professional versus the industrial approach“
considered. "Nurses realise that since they claim the prestige of
the professional worker they cannot also expect the perquisites of
the industrial hand." The prestige value of an annual salary, as
J
against a weekly wage, is pointy out, also that "the recent change 
to payment of gross salaries inclusive of emoluments enhances (her) 
prestige and independence." (Horder, IV, p. 35). It is noted, 
however, that “the prestige of Principals of Colleges and others 
is in no way diminished by the fact that they receive a net salary 
exclusive of emoluments, but that in their case the position entails 
also an obligation to live on the premises." (p. 35).
ji comparison of salary advances between 1939 and 1948 "in 
a nuHiber of related professions", shows that "by and large the 
advance since the outbreak of war in the scales for nurses was in
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line with, and amongst the higher ranks often ahead of, that of 
kindred professions." (Horder, 1949, p. 3b).
The size of the nursing service is stressed as an obstacle 
to the maintenance of professional status. Since only the well- 
known training schools can afford to be selective “the candidate 
who now turns to medicine, speech therapy, physiotherapy, 
orthoptics and almoning would not always find her equal in the 
lesser known nursing schools, and this is bound to weigh with her." 
(Horder, 1949, p. 36).
Conditions of service, including personnel management as 
against technical administration, hours of work, health precautions 
and professional indemnity are reviewed at some length. And the 
value of the #itley and"other joint consultative machinery for 
mutual education of nurses by others and the public by the nurse, 
is pointed out.
(e) The Nuffield Pro vine i d  Hospitals* Trust.
Report of a Job .lidysis of the ?Tork of Nurses in Hospitoi 
wards. 1953.
It was obvious, after the publication of the Report of the 
Government Working Party, that their research had failed to establiaa 
the definition of *the proper task of a nurse. “ a S a first step 
towards achieving this definition, the Nuffield Trust therefore 
carried out a concentrated study of hospital ward routine, using 
the standard job analysis technique of minute by minute 
observations for a period of seven clear consecutive days. Twelve 
nurse-training general hospitals in Great Britain were selected.
The sample was representative but not a strictly random one, since
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"It was necessary th^t the enquiry should be welcomed by the 
hospitals concerned." The research team was entirely non-medical.
In addition to the job analysis proper, personal interviews 
with all grades of hospital staff outside the words chosen were 
used to gain a fuller picture of the hospital situation, c,nd a study 
Was m«de of word diaries volunteered by members of the Ward «nd 
Departmental Bisters' Section of the Royal College of Nursing.
These diaries were completed by twelve Sisters, covering a period 
of seventeen full d«ys, and relating to wards varying from 14 to 
54 beds*
Much interesting information resulted from this Nuffield 
job analysis. From the point of view of the present study the 
most interesting conclusions were
(i ) That the «mount of time spent on the teaching of student 
nurses on the w«rds was negligible.
(ii) That the practical training needs of the student nurses are 
subordinated to administrative necessity.
(iii) Tho.t, in most cases, the student nurse is not required to 
do on excessive amount of domestic work*
The Nuffield Trust carried their hospital researches a step 
further by publishing, in 1955, a Report of studies and Function 
in .the Design of Hospitals.
AS we.8 pointed out by Dr. Cohen in his Minority Report, 
nurse function relates essentially to hospital function, but this 
second Nuffield Report contains nothing of direct value to the 
present study.
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(f) The Dan Mo-son Nursing Research Committee of the National
Florence Nightingale Memorial Committee of Great Britain 
and Ireiana.
Report on The York of Recently Qualified Nurses# 195bo
v/hen the question of wastage from student nurse ranks w<.s 
spotlighted oy the Government Working Party Report (1947) little 
attention was paid to the rate of wastage of trained nurses. The 
Dan Mason Research Committee therefore investigated oy means of a 
questionnaire, the work being done by nurses two cJid a hc.lf years 
after their obtaining atate Registration.
jm “adequate sample" of the nurses, male and female, m o  
qualified in February 1953 were circularised in June 1955* 1,^59
copies of the questionnaire were posted and 987 returns were 
received*
0 f the 8bb valid answers received from female nurses on the 
General Register, 44.4%'were still in hospital service, either as 
Staff Nurses or Sisters. 15*9% were in the midwifery field, 15*4% 
in other nursing services, and 24*3% had left nursing, v/ith 
marriage as "the most important factor to account for loss from 
the profession. At the time of answering 281 female nurses were 
married (32.4% of valid answers). 19.9% of these 281 were in whole 
time hospital service as Sisters or Staff Nurses and 9.5% were port 
time Staff Nurses. Only one third of nurses who married, that is, 
continued in hospital service.
"Comments and criticisms" were invited on the 
questionnaires, 13^ female nurses offered such, and three subjects 
received comment by a quarter of all critics.
"Present salaries inadequate for amount of responsibility 
taken by trained nurses,” mentioned by 25.7%
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••jjong, owkward, working iaours,'* mentioned by ^7.3^
"Outdated discipline, petty restrictions, unsympa.thetic matrons, 
lack of encouragement given to nursesmentioned Dy ^3*C#
Individual investigations or critical evaluations*
In the decade l957-4b four books were puolished by authros 
who viewed the nursing services from very different cJigles, but who 
appear to share the Scoue caim, that of influencing the public opinion 
on the matter of nurse training and recruitment. (a)Balme (1937) 
writes as a medical practitioner, cJid dedicates his book to ''all 
WHO are striving to raise the standards of the nursing profession."
Dr. Balme is concerned about the variety of other people 
than State Registered Nurses who claim the title nurse in his 
villc^e. jas a member of the medical profession he knows "quite 
well what o. nurse ought to be" out so fhr as the general public 
were concerned there seemed "no re^l status for the nurse, no easily 
recognisable mark which would distinguish those m o  h&d right to 
Call themselves nurses from those who had not. " He compares the 
training and status of nursing and medical students, end concludes 
tho^ t, in the sense that medicine and dentistry are professions, 
nursing is not, since "the portals which lead up to the nursing 
vocation are unguarded .... any hospital efficient or inefficient 
is free to turn out its ov/n nurses, .. * and the educational side 
of nursing is entirely subordinated to the routine work of running 
the hospital ..... so nursing continues to be a craft to ,%hich 
apprentices of Varying types ^re admissable, and not a profession. " 
(Baime, 1937, P* 176>
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(b) Carter (1939) writes as a trained nurse and midwife who is also 
a science graduate (economics) and considers herself the mouthpiece 
of a group of nurses.
Miss Carter is concerned with the need for fuller 
professional autonomy as an essential to raise the status of 
nursing. "No eminent nurse ever feels moved to vérité on the duties 
of the physician, or 'what I should like a doctor to ue. * Doctors 
are asked to teach and examâne nurses too much. Since, however, a 
doctor is in charge of c^se and must see that a patient is 
properly nursed, it might be quite a good idea if every medical 
student, before qualifying, were to be questioned or examined by 
b registered nurse in the principles of good nursing and the proper 
relationship of doctor to nurse." (Carter, 1939, p. 176).
(c) Bevington (1943) is^  a psychologist who has "long experience as 
an investigator on the staff of the National Institute of 
Industrial Psychology. “
Dr. Bevington's concern is with the relative speed of reform 
in methods of discipline in nursing compared with schools, prisons 
and industry. ‘She concludes, after interviewing 5^5 nurses, in 
five hospitals, that there is "a relatively backward attitude in 
nursing administration in general. " (Bevington, 1943, p« 83).
(d) Barclay (1943) states as his particular claim to attention that 
his is "the first book on the subject to be written from the 
onlookers angle, from whicn, proverbially, most of the game is to 
be seen."
The author claims "privately and in his appointment with a
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large public authority, an unbroken contact with the many angles 
of the nursing recruitment problem over a period of nearly twenty 
years." He does not give any further details of the nature of this 
contact.
mr. Barclay describes nursing as a profession, but is 
concerned chiefly with the desirability of setting up a further 
committee of inquiry based on his theory of letting potential 
nurses have a far greater voice in constructive criticisms as to 
what nursing should be. This committee he hopes might see fit to 
take his list of recommendations "aS an agenda for study. " his 
suggestions stress improvements in amenities in Nurses Homes, 
improved domestic staffing of hospitals, and the need for experiments 
in educational and administrative methods.
Only one of the above books (c) is based on an objective 
investigation of the nursing field. The other three therefore 
must be placed in the category of personal evaluations of the 
problems concerned. But as the effectiveness of a publication aS 
propaganda does not necessarily (except perhaps in some minority 
groups) correlate positively with the objectivity of the 
observations on which it is based, these "articulate opinions" 
must be considered relevant in this study of social status,
(ej jtk fifth book, (Jephcott, 1948}, is of some interest for its 
evidence of attitudes about nursing, although it is primarily a 
report of a field study of older adolescent girls and their outlook 
on life generally.
Jephcott's study is of the attitudes to life of a group of
older adolescent girls. 103 girls co-operated, 37 in a pit village
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in County Durham, 30 in a northern industrial town, and 3b in a 
slum area "within a mile of Piccadilly, London. " The subjects were 
"ordinary girls, distinguished only by age characteristics." "In 
march 1945 they were all over 17 and under 21." (Jephcott, 1948 
p. 19;. The methods used were informal conversations during the 
girls' normal round of activities, in their homes, parks, dance 
halls, etc., and exchange of letters "fairly extensively." 
gestionnaires were hardly used at all*
amongst the evidence thus obtained, Jephcott gives some 
interesting descriptions of the typical views held by this group 
of girls on nursing aS a career. "Practically none.... considered 
anything but shop, office or factory work." "Nursing is a career 
that many of these girls have thought about, but vhich all except 
one have turned down." "Nursing does more than prevent you 
marrying at the expected age. It is an alternative to marriage 
in many of the girls' minus. They point to relations who are 
nursing of 27 and 28 years of age, who 'won't marry now' of course, 
and they are fixed in the belief that if you want to do well in 
nursing you must give up the idea of ever being married." "Three 
years training" when one is already 18 strikes one girl as 
"ludicrous."
"These two factors, that nursing will damage chances of 
marriage and that one is too old and experienced after several years 
work to embark on a long training weigh much more heavily than the 
still current stories of bad hospital conditions or low wages, or 
fear of rigid discipline of hospital training." (Jephcott, 1948, 
p. 13^).
Jephcott's study can in no way be considered as a
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statistically reliable survey, but it suggests two things. These 
"ordinary girls" have no conscious concern with the socicJ. status 
of nursing in terms of class consciousness, but they have clear ' 
cut views on marriage as essential for the individuals social 
prestige in their section of society.
I
0. The Results of the above studies.
1. New legislation.
The first Nurses Act of 1919 recognised State Registration 
for a duly trained nurse, and vested statutory powers of 
examination, registration and discipline in General Nursing 
Councils for hngland and .^ ales, for Scotland and for Northern 
Ireland.
In 1943, a second act gave State recognition to the 
Assistant Nurse, by empowering the General Nursing Councils to 
keep a Roll of those candidates who hcve been enrolled for two years 
cJid have satisfied their assessors. The right to use the title 
nurse and assistant nurse was restricted, under penalty for misuse, 
and Nursing Agencies were ordered to supply evidence in (Writing 
of the qualifications of persons supplied by them.
In 1943 a supplementary *à,ct was passed to regulate the 
position of the District Nursing institutes.
The fourth, and last, Act of 1949 implemented the 
recommendations of the Government ..orking Party Report. Its main 
provisions were «.s follows
(i) a. single, enlarged. General Nursing Council was appointed 
for all Great Britain, «nd empowered to reduce the various 
nursing registers to single one, as circuiustances allowed
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them to do so. The male nurse register has already been 
merged with the general nurse register,•
(ii) ^^ n mrea Nurse Training Committee was set up in each of the 
fourteen regions of the National Health Cervice, to 
supervise «nd advise upon, training in the hospitals within 
the region. Hospital administration. Education and Health 
authorities work with members of the General Nursing Council 
on these Committees. Nurses are in the majority.
Experimentol schemes of training are encouraged and the 
General Nursing Council empowered to finance research 
relevant to nurse training.
(iii) Hospital expenditure on training of nurses is separated 
from administrative finance,
2, Summary of improvements.
quarter of a century hdS elapsed since the Lancet 
Commission's Report first stirred up public interest in nursing 
conditions during the twentieth century, Many, but not all, of 
their recommendations and further policy suggestions have been 
implemented*
The Preliminary Htate examination mey now be taken in two 
parts if desired, «nd an increasing number of hospitals are using 
some type of block system of training, whereby nurses are released 
from ward duties for days or weeks to attend lectures and pursue 
their theoretical studies.
The 1949 Act finally severed the connection of educational 
K-nd administrative finances of hospitals. Experimental training
schemes are in progress for both longer and shorter trainings for
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State Registration.
The Nuffield Job analysis Report found that advance in the 
scale of Salaries for nurses v/as "in a line with &nd amongst higher 
r«nks, ahead of, that of kindred professions," (border, 1949, p. 36;.
Despite this, 2$^ of the trained nurses é^io co-operated in 
the Dan mason research project considered that salaries were too 
low for the responsibilities entailed. These were, of course, 
recently trained nurses, and the "advance" of salary rates is noted 
by Border ^s being most marked in the higher posts. On the other 
hand, the very low rates of Salary for nurses pre-war would call 
for greater advances at all levels to bring them into line ?d.th 
other professions.
"Long and awkward hours" are still a déterrant to nursing 
in the opinion of ^7% of the Dan mason nurse sample.
By the 1943 ACt, two grades of nurses were officially 
recognised, but discussion still continues as to how wide the 
difference between the grades should be. The question of a 
university training in nursing for suitable candidates is a 
recurrent topic of discussion. It has recently been publicised as 
the official policy of the Royal College of Nursing in their booklet 
"Observations and Objectives." (193b)
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IV. THE HISTORICAL ^SPECTS OP THE STATUS Of NURSES.
1. Early nursing stereotypes.
Nursing haS been described as "an art, a vocation, and a 
profession." (Pavey, 1938. oub-title).
AS an o.rt, the care of the sick has always been one of the 
domestic skills transmitted through the family system. In some 
religions, particularly the Christian one, care of the sick outside 
the family has been commended aS a good work and undertaken aS a 
religious duty, or vocation, by many.
In mnglcUid, ttS in most Christian countries, the early 
history of hospitals and 'nursing* is © history of good works by 
religious groups of many types. It is ® story of Care, rather than 
cure, Jith the dissolution of the monasteries at the Reformation, 
a serious problem of public health was created. R certain number 
of institutions were therefore established to house the sick, in 
response to a public demand that the streets be cleared of the sick 
^nd dying poor who, in pre-Reform«tion times wo uld have found 
refuge under the care of some Religious House. It was, however, 
some two hundred years more before civic authorities p^id really 
serious attention to the provision of general hospitals. ^ 
considerable number of our most famous hospitals were founded in 
the eighteenth century. The importance of adequate ' spaoialised' 
nursing, was not, however, recognised for another hundred years.
The influence of the earlier monastic system in England is 
reflected in the maintenance of the title Hister for the senior 
'nurses' of those 'dark ages of nursing'; uid indeed up to present 
tjLues. And the first efforts to establish a modern nursing class, 
of educated and trained women, were those of religious Sisterhoods,
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such as urs. Pry's Protestant Sisters of Charity or Institute of 
Nursing Sisters, founded 1840, who were "trained" (very slightly) 
to Care for the sick in their o h o m e s ;  and the Anglican 
Communities of St. John's House 1848, and a 11 Saints' Sisterhoods, 
1851, who staff some of the London hospitals,
AS'^ . profession, however, to be learned and practised as a 
specialised body of knowledge with formal standards of admission 
and its own code of ethics, British nursing looks for its origins 
to the foundation of the Nightingale School of Nursing at St. 
Thomas's Hospital, in I860, and to the Nurses' Registration ACt 
of 1919.
Nhen Plorence Nightingale, with /mat has been described as 
her "daemonic force of character" (Delmege, 1951) set herself to 
become a skilled, but secular ; nurse, she had to defy not only the 
general social convention of that time, that serious work of any 
kind Was incompatible «ith the status of gentlewoman, but also to 
disregard the stereotype which attached the label of immorality 
and drunkenness to all hospital nurses. The role of hospital nurse 
was one held in abhorrence by the majority of people in the first 
half of the nineteenth century, as is illustrated by descriptions 
found in the histories of those times#
"Generally of the charwoman type, unreliable, typsy and 
incompetent." (Lloyd, 195b;.
"The nursing service, until the reform of Florence 
Nightingale became effective, only added to the other hospital
horrors." (Robinson, 195^).
"women were employed without any preliminary enquiries as
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tü character in order to induce them to serve for the very low 
wages* All the hospital records of that time teem with instances 
of nurses being reported for fighting, Dad language, pilfering and 
extracting money from patients*" (pavey, 1958).
Florence Nightingale herself æote in a letter to a cousin 
that one of ner doctors acquaintances described the nurses at his 
hospital as "all drunkaxds without exception."
The aomen's Movement.
If the stereotype of a nurse was a strong social deterrent 
in those days, that of the correct behaviour of "the gentlewoman" 
was equally strong. "Gentleness, reserve, refinement o.nd delicacy" 
are cited by  ^contributor (a woman) in the Englishwomen's Journal 
of march 1859 as the essentials of women wh.o wish to obtain "the .
i
full approbation of men. " The education of girls generally was 
therefore concerned chiefly witn the inculcation of correct 
feminine modesty and the drawing room skills*
In some more liberal minded families the girls were 
encouraged to apply.their intelligence to the serious study of more 
academic arts with the help of fathers and brothers. But to do so 
was to be "odd" and to risk social disapproval. The more usual 
iuafe attitude to feminine education is described in the Englishwoman's 
Journal of 1859: "Society abounds with coxcombs who unquestionably
think, if they think at all, that our sex are perfectly destitute 
of brains. "
This beginning of the social rebellion known as the " men's 
Movement" received the support of a minority of men. John Stuart
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Mill is one such early protagonist. But the strength of the 
feminine stereotype is well illustrated by the writings of one of 
these male supporters in "The Times". "I cannot see why working 
ladies need be more unsexed th«n working housemaids, nor why that 
cxCtivity v?hich is deemed to make a woman eligible as a wife of a 
working class m«n, when exercised on higher subjects, unfits and 
discredits her to be the wife of a working barrister or medical 
man," (The Times, January, 1859).
The revolt of women against their IcOk of social freedom 
■was related both to a desire to work «nd, for many, s need to do 
so. The census returns for 18bl showed over half a million more 
women than men. Many women above the 'working class' were 
compelled to become at least self-supporting financially. in some 
cases they had to provide for dependents.
Yet the pioneers of the .omen's Movement had to withstand 
very strong social pressures as they initiated the successful 
revolt .which has led to the now generally accepted personal ana 
social* freedom of their sex. The first </omen's Employment Bureau 
of 1858 collaborated with the new docial defence Association to 
break down the barriers which forced dependence and poverty on 
women generally and on the uniaarried woman particularly. The 
attempts of conservative society to discourage by riaicule ore 
mirrored in the issues of Punch for those years,
(5) The Influence of miss Florence Nightingale.
Nurses, however, needed little encouragement from the central 
office of the movement. They had "an advocate more powerful than
any auive." (Strachey, 19^8)#
The popularity of Florences Nightingale as the "heroine or 
the Crimea" is unparalleled in the social history of this country.
The mixture of sentiment and genuine admiration with vmich her name 
was surrounûed added to her social status as a gentlewoman and the 
"iron determination" of her personality gave her a prestige Defore 
which even the strong social conventions of the time were forced to 
give Way, and the several references in Punch show genuine 
admiration, not criticism for "Mercy’s amazon." This enabled her 
to initiate a training school for nurses in which the needs of the 
trainees were recognised and accepted as a necessary reform v/ithin 
the health field. The skilled nurse became ‘recognised as ». 
professional partner of the doctor in the health team, and capable 
of supervising the training of other nurses. A new role in society 
was created and a new respectable career opened vmich could be 
entered upon by educated women apart from the life of a religious 
order.
4. Teaching in the nineteenth century.
The development of teaching as a woman's profession makes an 
interesting control study. Before the opening of the Nightingale 
School of Nursing teaching was the only allowable field of 
employment for women above the 'working class', apch?t from a small 
minority who found work as .vriters, artists or on the stage. The 
majority of such women taught as governesses in return for bOcXd 
ana lodging, with or without a small salary. governess was 
accepted %*s a necessity but considered as a misfit. "a tabooed 
woman to whom he (any gentleman) is interdicted from granting the 
usual privileges of the sex, and yet who is perpetually crossing
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Jais path. She is a bore to most ladies .... and a reproach 
too ... .* the servants invariably detest ner for she is a dependent 
like themselves *• yet •• mucJa their superior in other respects." 
(iMeff. ±929).
A few more fortunate women were able to open small private 
schools. Of one sucja we read that in 18o4 "she took the only way 
possible for a lady in her position." (Burstail, 1938). This 
innovation, if permissible, was not encouraged by society. Writing 
eight years after this, a protagonist of women's work found it 
necessary to aSk, ";fhy should a lady be less esteemed as « village 
schoolmistress than aS a governess? •* (Hubbard, L.m. , 187<).
5. DUpply and demand of teachers and nurses in the nineteenth Century.
In Blackwood's magazine for December i860 one reads "The 
claSS of teachers is, we are told, enormously overstocked, and it 
is the natural vocation to which every educated or semi-educated 
v/oman naturally turns her hand. " The Education Act of 1870, however, 
established national elementary schools and created a great demand 
for certificated teachers. Discussing this need, miss Hubbard 
writes "It is therefore clear that this army of pupil and assistant 
teachers must, in the main, be attracted from the manual labour 
Classes and families of superintendents of labour and humbler 
tradesmen. Sufficient inducements could not, in the first instances, 
be offered to other classes to devote their children to this 
profession. "
A seven year system of apprenticeship, with an average 
stipend of £.15 per annum was offered, with annual test examinations, 
as the preparation for"a profession which it waS the intention of
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the Government to render honourable by & certificate." (Huooard, 
1Ü7B).
To attract gentlewomen to teaching posts, more training 
colleges were needed, since these would allow "association of 
ladies on pleasant mutual terms »'/ith young women. "
AS regards nurses, aS early »s u^arch 18b6 the Lancet 
asserted that "Those who are connected with public hospitals and 
indeed medical practitioners generally ... feel constantly and with 
increasing force the great deficiency of trained nurses." By 18b9 
they were "glad to note that one by one the London hospitals «re 
taking steps to improve their staff of nurses both as respects 
(sic) members and qualifications." By then both the Middlesex and 
St. George's, aS well as St. Thomas's, Hospitals had taken such 
steps. The.early records of Guy's Hospital show that training there 
evolved more slowly, but the Guy's Gazette referred to an increasing 
appreciation of the value of trained nurses to relieve the medical 
students of many of their duties, and by 1877 a definite lecture 
programme for nurses was established. The usefulness of trained 
women to nurse the sick poor in their homes was also recognised, 
and early as 18b4/5 training schools for District Nurses were 
established in Liverpool, Derby and Manchester.
Applications for nurse training far exceeded the number of 
places available. The records of the Nightingale School of Nursing 
Show over 2,000 applications for the 52 available places in 1880.
In 1894 Guy's records showed 2,000 applications and in 1898, 5,000 
were made.
The Nightingale School of Nursing admitted two types of
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probationers. "a limited nuiuber of gentlewomen who may desire to 
qualify themselves in the practice of hospital nursing with the 
express object of entering upon the profession permanently by 
eventually filling superior situations in public hospitals «na 
infirmaries" were admitted on the payment of £50 maintenance fees 
for a year's training, and the obligation to work three years 
afterwards in the hospital.
"a year's training to women desirous to work as hospital 
nurses", vd.th payment in money and clothing to the value of £±b 
was also offered. This year might be extended by the conmiittee 
for a further quarter, if necessary. (Nineteenth century 
regulations aS to the training of probationers under the 
Nightingale Fund).
For women, whether ladies or not, gentlefolk or working 
class, in the then current terminology, there was a choice of two 
respectable and permissible professions demanding similar standards 
of educability in that applicants were desired tc be able to read 
and write. Both offered aaduous training, teaching being slightly 
ahead in that some training colleges offered preliminary training, 
as against the apprenticeship system of the pupil teacher or the 
hospital nurse. Salaries were equivalent. Nursing offered what 
was then considered an added inducement, in the provision of Nurses 
Homes to ensure protection for those leaving their homes to work.
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7. THE PRESENT STUDY.
1. Introduction.
An* endeavour Has been made to assess the prestige of 
•professional' nursing, and hence the social standing of the trained 
(St«te Registered) nurse, in twentieth century Britain, by 
contrasting nursing with a small number of other possibly comparable 
occupations for women.
For an enquiry to have any claim to represent public opinion 
the samples of opinion used must be large and varied. The enquiry 
therefore had to depend almost entirely upon questionnaires, to 
enable single investigator to obtain a large enough sample in a 
given time.
Three questionnaires were devised did used.
A. A paired comparisons form mich brought nursing into contrast 
with four other occupations «s regards seven components of 
social prestige.
B. A simpler ranking form in which nursing w^s considered aS one 
of three occupations only, by "the general public. "
C. mn intrd-occupational form of B, completed by members of the 
three occupations.
\
2. areas of study.
Co-operation was sought amongst comparable groups in various 
parts of England to allow for contrasts between northern did 
southern, and rural and urban cultural areas.
The north/south contrast was the less difficult to obtain.
The task of gaining the co-operation of subjects in country districts
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proved too time-consuming to oe completed fully. The urD£in/rurcl 
contrast Can only be made therefore with data from one questionnaire, 
h above.
This difficulty in obtaining full co-operation in rural 
areas is undoubtedly in part due to differing social attitudes in 
town cJid country, but there is evidence also that in the first 
questionnaire, a  above, the paired comparisons technique too 
demanding a task for widespread use.
5. The questionnaires.
A. The laired Comparisons Form.
Preparation.
This first questionnaire aimed at obtaining a status or 
prestige ranking for nursing compared with the four other occupations 
of teaching, salesv/omonship, general clerical work and light factory 
work. The choice of occupations was based on evidence from an 
earlier investigation by Lingwood (1941) and on factual information 
about the earlier occupations of some nursing students. indications 
of the meaning to be attached to each occupational name were given 
on the page of instructions at the front of the questionnaire, and 
this page was available for reference while the task w^s being 
performed.
otatus or prestige was not mentioned directly, but was 
considered aS the resultant of seven features which seem to make 
for high prestige or status, a question relating to one of these 
components headed each page and was followed by a list of the 
occupations set out as ten pairs, so that by a series of ten single 
choices, the subjects compared each occupation with each of the
bO.
other four.
The seven components were
(i) intelligence
(ii) Educational background
(iii) Responsibility entailed in the work
(iv) Initiative Required in the work
(v) Standard of dress
(vi) Home background
(vii) material prosperity normally attainable in the occupation.
The selection of these components was based on a variety of 
considerations, according to Linton (195b) status is both ascribed 
cJid achieved. Similarly an individual's social prestige relates 
both to his faiuily background o.s well «s his personal qualities 
«nd achievements, &nd the prestige of an occupation relates to the 
qualities of those who enter it as well as their achievements 
within it. Surgery for exariiple was first a low grade occupation 
because it was performed by barbers* Now that it has developed 
sufficiently to interest members of higher social status surgeons 
share the social primacy of physicians. Yet basically it still 
includes the tasks done by the b^rber-surgeons. So the components 
of occupational prestige must refer to both ascribed and achieved 
ingredients.
The complexity of any social phenomenon does not lend itself 
to a neat analysis into a small nuuiber of parts, yet the number of 
choices to be made in a pciired comparisons questionnaire must be 
kept within the limits of time and patience of the world's busy 
workers who are not particularly interested in social research.
The terms used must ^Iso be meaningful for respondents in various
6 l #
walks oi life as well as for students familiar with the language
of the social sciences.
Over a period of weeks therefore ^spontaneous * discussions
were evoked with university students facing the choice of their own
careers, students reading in various departments were approached
including some reading psychology. Although this method limited
discussions to an academic sphere such students do tend to he more
articulate than school leavers or those doing technical courses.
The population of this London College also represents a fair
1
sample of the community, students^ own ideas were first sought 
and then their opinions about Harding's (1948. 1950; gradients 
of deference.
"Birth" of class still counts in social prestige or status.
In assessing social class tnere is not, as Marshall (1904) reminds
:
us any hallmark which allows society to recognise a person's class 
as does "the entomologist a beetle." Yet there are as Pear (1942) 
writes, social clues which are^visible, audible and olfactory,"
The components 'dress' and 'home oackground' were chosen to suggest 
these minutiae of behaviour and appearance. Education also In 
England relates in part to social class, Tdiile forming a link with 
the achieved as against the ascribed sort of status or prestige.
intelligence is firmly linked with occupational grading in 
the vocational literature, as vfell as in the registrar General's 
statistics, for example in Oakley and macrae (1907) and ^urt (1926)
1
Bedford College for women.
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«nd otJaer writers on social psychology. In this questionnaire it 
is likely to carry its popular meaning which denotes social 
responsiveness ^s well «s intellectual ability, ioi individual may 
lose prestige by apparent l^ck of capacity to be socially 
appreciative* He mo.y be considered to 'lack the vd.ts to gr^sp the 
other's point of view'. un the other hand lack of sociability is 
not incompatible v^ith high prestige if it is kno mi or believed that 
an individual is of superior intellectual capacity. He may then be 
considered to be pre-occupied with more important (intellectual) 
matters to be concerned with the more ordinary ones.
Responsibilty and initiative tend to be linked together in 
the discussion of work or job status. Jaques (195b) has illustrated 
this in his discussion of levels of work. The components are 
included separately in this enquiry because criticisms of nursing 
not infrequently stress their separation in this occupation. . 
Initiative also tends to be rated highly for its own sake, given 
a certain level of intelligence and security. yatt and Langdon 
(1957) investigating boredom amongst factory workers, found that 
in each of three factories the average markings given to ten 
"factors associated with conditions of work" put security in first 
place, opportunities to use one's ovvn idea seventh, and work to make 
one think eighth in two and ninth in the third of these factories. 
Stephens (1959) found however that of "ten conditions of work 
arranged in order of importance by these (secondary school) girls, 
the more intelligent stress two conditions; 'work that needs 
thought' and 'opportunity to use your o m  ideas.'" Initiative was 
frequently cited by the undergraduates in the discussions of 
occupational prestige and like responsibility it seems to denote
T A B L E  I.
DISTRIBÜTIOH OF PAIRED C0MPAHI3O1 ftOBSTIOHllAIRB
Area of Type of Subjaot Bo. Out Bo. Back LostDistribution
London Saleswomen A 10 8 2
" B 15 11 4
C 9 8 1
Teaoher Students 20 17 3
Bursing Students 17 17 0
Secretarial Students 25 25 0
Doctors 20 16 4
Physiotherapists 25 23 2
Totals 141 125 16
Torksbire and Secretarial Students 20 20 0
Lancashire
Factory Workers 20 20 0
Shop X 10 0 10
Teacher Students T 20 16 4
" " L 20 20 0
Bursing Students A 16 16 0
Totals 106 92 14
Southern County Factory Workers 10 0 10
Burses 14 (2) 12
Rangers (i.e. Senior Oirl Guides) 25 0 25
Girls* Life Brigade 12 0 12
Women's Institute Members 25 (4) 21
Miscellaneous (Farmers, etc.) 12 (5) 7
Totals 98 (11) 87
SÜKKARY
Area Out Back Lost
London 141 125 16
Berth 106 92 14
Southern County 98 11 87
TOTAL DISTPIBT’TIOB ABD RSTUP.B 345 228 117
b5.
high ability, seniority, merit etc. In audition initiative seems 
to stress the concept of leadership as against ideas of 
subservience, following fixed routine, working under orders etc.
material prosperity included the related ideas of financial 
return for work, ("the rate for the job") and standard of living.
It was useful because in 1948 nurses were still receiving part of 
their salary «s emoluments. In addition, aS less (1940) points 
out, it is "the general distribution of expenditure" rather than 
exoct income level, that counts in social judgements.
The distribution of the questionnaire.
Although it waS not possible, as indicated earlier, to 
obtain the full North/Oouth and urban/rural comparisons desired, 
it was possible to get representatives of all the five occupational 
groups as subjects. In addition co-operation was obtained from a 
group of doctors and of physiotherapists, in order to extend the 
sample of opinions within the health field and to serve as control 
groups, in that they are not mentioned in the questionnaire.
Table I gives the details of the distribution of this 
questionnaire. Tables II - V show the results based on the 
ohalysis of E17 completed forms.
AS Table I shows, there were actually 228 questionnaires 
received back completed, but the rural groups were eliminated from 
the final analysis because they could not be considered 
representative. Nuiubers from all sub-groups were so small, that 
they could not represent their section of the coumiunity.
For occupational representation the Saleswoman group is 
possibly the best. Co-operation was obtained from actual counter-
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hands of three Lonaon stores, and these stores were chosen with 
regard to the social stratification within this field. The total 
of 27 Saleswomen includes 8 from the lowest, 11 from the middle and 
8 from the highest grade of store. Similar stores were approached 
in the North, but co-operation was refused either directly, or 
indirectly by acceptance but non-return of the questionnaires, even 
after a follow-up letter of enquiry.
The Teaching, Nursing ^nd Clerical work groups «re represented 
by students. Training schools were approached first because they 
were more easily accessible, and by using such groups it haS been 
possible to get the North/South contrast for these three 
occupations as regards trainees. Further efforts, however, to 
obtain similar representation of opinion from the trained and 
practising members of the three groups had to be abandoned aS too 
difficult and time-consuming.
The doctors who acted aS subjects were members of a London 
post-graduate claSS. The physiotherapists were members of the staff 
of a large London clinic.
Results from the Paired Comparison Questionnaire.
(i) Method of Scoring.
The possible range of score for each occupation relative 
to each question is from 0 - 4 .
Failure to underline either of a pair waS treated oS 
equivalent to underlining both, so that unless a subject abstained 
from underlining a question by ignoring a mole page the total 
score for each page, that is for each prestige coiiiponent, is 10.
AiS some subjects abstained from answering certain questions, 
the number of such abstentions has to be taken into account in
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T A B L E  II,
OCCÜPATIOHAl PRESTIOB SCORES 
FROM RESULTS OF 21? SUBJECTS ABD PAIRED COMPARISOBS QUESTIOBBAIRE
A. TOTALS
P R E S T I G E C O M P O B E B T S
Occupation Education Intelligence Responsibility Initiative Dress Hobs Material Prosperity
T. 805 .5 744.5 691.5 733.0 41 4 .5 659.0 65 2 .0
B. 613.5 667.5 763.5 4 4 1 .0 43 1 .5 606.0 4 2 1 .0
C. 43 3 .5 40 7 .5 363.0 304 .5 46 5 .0 3 7 4 .5 4 1 9 .0
S.W. 23 7 .0 281.5 23 5 .0 497.0 541 .5 281.5 3 5 5 .5
L.F .W. 50 .5 3 9 .0 97 .5 114.5 117.5 49.0 152.5
Abst'a. (3) (3) (2) (8) (20) (20) (17)
B. MEABS
P R E S T I G E C O M P 0 B E B T S
Rank of 
Occupation
Education Intelligence Responsibility Initiative Dress Home Material Prosperity
1st T T B T S.W. T T
3 .7 6 3.48 3 .5 5 3.51 2.75 3.34 3.26
2nd B B T S.W. C B B
2.86 3.12 3.22 2.37 2.36 3.08 2.11
3rd C 3 C C B B C C
2.0 1.90 1.69 2.11 2 .1 9 1 .9 0 2.10
4th S.W. S.W. S.W. C T S.W. S.W.
1.11 1.32 1 .09 1.46 2.10 1.43 1.77
5th L.F.W. L.F.W. L.F.W. L.F.W. L.F.W. L.F.W. L.F.W.
0.24 0.18 0.45 0 .5 5 0 .6 0 0 .2 5 0.76
TOTAL 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00












Abstentions from answering this question
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rinding tne mean scores. The nuinOer «nd location of such 
abstentions also provide some more positive evidence about the 
questionnaire. Together with the number of remarks written in the 
spoce provided for "criticism or commentthese abstentions show 
vihich parts of the questionnaire presentea the most difficulty to 
subjects. Examination of the remarks also shows that the 
difficulties in some cases were definitely emotional, others were 
more objective. (see page bj
(ii) The prestige profiles.
If the mean score for each component is calculated from the 
total scores from all 217 subjects with allowances for abstentions, 
the occupations can be ranked c*s 1st - 5th for each of the seven 
components. Table II shows the prestige scores obtained by this 
method. It indicates the général relative standing of the five 
occupations'in respect to the seven features aifeeting social 
prestige, as judged by the total sample of opinion taken. r'igure A 
translates these figures into a histogram giving the profiles for 
the five occupations.
(iii) Examination of the relative sizes of the intervals.
Between the mean scores for each occupation and the one nex*c 
lower on the scale above, reveals the following poirn^ s of 
interest. (Table III).
Teaching is ranked higher than Kursing for every component 
except responsibility at work. Nursing is, given a slightly 
higher rating for this. The remarks volunteered show four 
types of attitude to this question.
T A B L E  III .
SIZES OF IlfTEHYALS BBTWSEB RAWaiOS OIYEH TO THE
FIVE OCCÜPATIOyS 
(By the averages in Table II)
C O K P O N S N T S
Occupations
Compared
Eduoation Intelligence Responsibility Initiative Drees Robm Material
Prosperity
T - N 0 .9 0 0.36 -0.33 1 .4 0 -0 .0 9 0 .2 6 1 .1 5
N - C 0 .8 3 1.22 1.86 0 .6 5 -0 .1 7 1 .1 8 0.01
C - S.W. 0 .9 2 0 .5 8 0.60 0.91 -0.39 0.47 0.33
S.W. • L.F.W. 0.8 7 1 .1 4 0 .6 4 1.82 2 .1 5 1.1 8 1.01
T A B L E  IV.
DISTRIBUTIONS OF ABSTENTIONS












S.W. - - 1.0 1.0 5 .0 - 2.0 9.0 27 0.33
F - 1.0 - 2.0 1.0 8.0 3.0 15 .0 20 0.75
T - - - 1.0 4.0 1.0 3.0 9.0 53 0 .1 7
N 3.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 6.0 5 .0 5 .0 22.0 33 0.66
C - 1.0 - - 2.0 4.0 2.0 9.0 45 0.20
Physio. - - - 3.0 - 1.0 - 4.0 23 0 .1 7
Dre. - - - - 2.0 1.0 2.0 5 .0 16 0.31
TOTALS 3.0 3.0 2.0 8.0 20.0 20.0 17 .0 73.0 217
Db.
(a) That the teacher has the greatest responsibility 
because she * moulds the minds of the younger 
generation. *
(b) That since a nurse deals with issues literally of 
life and death her responsibility is the greatest.
(c) That different types of responsibility defy 
comparison.
(d) That every worker is equally responsible as regards 
her job, no matter what it is.
Teachers are placed markedly higher than nurses as regards 
both the 'use of their ovvn ideas while at work*, and the 
opportunity to * enjoy a higher material standard of living' 
i.gain, from the remarks volunteered, there are two 
different attitudes commonly held about each of the above differences.
(a) There are those wdo stress the fact that the teachers
are the only ones with any chance of using their o*vn 
ideas. 12 out of the 45 remarks relating to initiative 
make this the main, or only, emphasis.
(b) There are those, 15 out of 45, who, with or /dthout
emphasising the teachers as above, express the strong 
conviction that nurses are too tied by routine to
have any scope for the use of their o/m ideas. Some
stress nursing particularly. Others class it with 
’the others’, as distinct from teaching.
There are only three subjects m o  make the point that,
although much of the nurse’s work is necessarily ’under orders’ and
of a routine nature, yet she has plenty of scope to use her a m
T A B L E  V.
HÜMBERS AND PISTRIBÜTIOH OF REMARKS WRITTEN ABOUT THE 
VARIOUS COMPONENTS OR QUESTIONS



















3.0 4.0 2.0 5.0 7.0 9.0 4.0 34.0 20 1.70
Teacher
Students 12.0 4.0 2.0 11.0 22.0 8.0 10.0 76.0 53 1.43
Nursing








7.0 4.0 7.0 6.0 11.0 2.0 10.0 47.0 23 2.04
Doctors 2.0 1.0 3.0 3.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 22.0 16 1.38
TOTALS 46.0 27.0 33.0 45.0 8 7 .0 49.0 56.0 350.0 217
MEANS 0.21 0.12 0 .1 5 0.21 0.40 0.23 0.26
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ideoS LU the psychologicd aspects of her v/ork.
Thus, out of the 45 remarks relating to this question on 
initiative cOia work, only 3 suggest what many nurses reg&rd ^s the 
correct picture of the routine side of nursing in relation to the 
other aspects. The three remarks suggesting the more balanced view 
of nursing relative to this question on initiative came from very 
different groups. One subject was a trainee in a London hospital, 
one a trainee in a Teacher Training College, «nd one at a 
Secretarial College, illl three were southern groups.
(iv) Evidence from the nuüibergî of remarks and abstentions.
(a) Abstentions.
Examination of'Table IV shows that questions on dress and 
home background caused the highest nuiüber of abstentions. (9.00% of 
ctll a 17 cases), h fairly lafge number of subjects (7.80^ of ail 
Cases) abstained also from answering the question about material 
prosperity, hut the mean nuniber of remarks about this component 
is much lower th^n for the dress and home components, and the 
remarks are objective, not emotional*
(b) Remarks.
(i) Table V shows that the numbers of remarks about dress is 
markedly higher than for any other component. This question appeared 
to provoke feeling for several reasons, l^lthough the question did 
not suggest it, some subjects assumed that dress is linked with 
social class, or general social status, and their remarks showed a 
distinctly antagonistic attitude to such a reference. To evade 
the problem of making judgment which would infringe a social taboo.
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stress was laid on the individual element in good taste in dress. 
Other subjects remarked, with greater objectivity, that present-day 
utility fashions, together with the general blurring of the older 
class distinctions made dress no longer a useful indication of 
social status, a ‘Small numiber claimed that nurses and teachers 
were far more interested in their work than in their clothes, and 
that teachers especially would be ’dowdy’ even if they dressed more 
expensively*
(ii) The question about material prosperity provoked the next 
highest nuiiher of remarks. The phrase ’able to enjoy’ can be 
interpreted as having access to material comforts or having the
ability to use them. The aim of the question was reference to the
relationship between social prestige and financial status or 
rewards for services. The words material prosperity were used 
rather than a direct reference to salary or wage because, in 1948, 
part of a nurse’s salary was still in the form of emoluuients. That 
d considerable nuxuber of subjects interpreted the question as 
referring to educational background suggests further emphasis on 
the fact that stratification between occupational groups exists 
even if verbal recognition of it is still an infringement of taboo 
for many people.
(iii) The third highest number of remarks was provoked by the 
question referring to social background. (which...comes from the 
better class home?) Some of the remarks are objective, and point
out that there is now enough blurring of the older class
distinction to make such a question difficult to answer. Others 
show obvious emotional toning aS, for example ;-
T A B L E  VI.
MEAN SCORES OIYEH TO OCCDPATIONAL GROUPS FOR THE SEVEN COMPONENTS
Subject groups
mmlM ner ratinara
Occupations Being Rated on Forma
S.W. L.F .W, T. H. C. Component Question
S.W. 1.74 0 .3 0 3 .5 9 2 .5 4 1.83
L.F.W. 1.13 0 .1 0 3 .8 5 2.63 2 .3 0
T. 0.87 0 .2 4 3.91 2 .9 0 2.10 EDUCATIONALH. 0.93 0 .4 8 3.67 2 .9 5 1.97c. 1.12 0.16 - hl l - 2 .8 2 >9il2---- BACKGROUND
Drs. 1.09 0.12 3.66 3 .2 5 1.88
Physio. 1.11 0.20 3.76 3.11 1.83
S.W. 1.93 0 .1 9 3.22 2 .7 6 1.91
L.F.W. 1.29 0 .2 6 3.39 3.08 2.03
T. 1.19 0.11 3.62 3.20 1.88 INTELLIGENCE
N. 1.16 0.31 3.22 3 .4 8 1.83
C. ___1.21- 0.10 - l i i L .__ 2.22___ 2.04
Drs. 1.16 0 .1 3 3.69 3.06 1.97
Physio. 1.26 0 .3 0 3.57 3.22 1.65
S.W. 1.52 0.39 2.92 3 .4 0 1.77
L.F.W. 1.15 0 .5 8 3.00 3.5 8 1.70
T. 1.01 0 .2 8 3.46 3 .5 0 1.75 RESPONSIBILITY AT
N. 1.05 0 .72 3.03 3.75 1.45 WORKC. 1.08 0.41 3.2g __ 2:49____ 1.82
Drs. 0.91 0.31 3 .1 6 3.81 1.81
Physio. 0.98 0.63 3.33 3.63 1.44
S.W. 2.79 0.63 3.27 1.83 1.48
L.F .W. 2 .5 0 0.61 3.22 2 .1 9 1.47
T. 2.33 0.61 3.83 1.85 1.39 INITIATIVE AT
N. 2.41 0.81 3 .16 2.39 1 .14 WORK
0. ___2:12_. 0.J6 3.66 1.28 1.88
Drs. 2.22 0.31 3 .5 9 2.88 1.00
Physio. 2 .5 0 0 .2 8 3 .40 2.33 1.50
S.W. 3.43 1.00 1.25 1.86 2.46
L.F.W. 3 .4 5 1.16 1.32 1.34 2.74
T. 2.21 0.26 3.06 1.99 2.48
N. 2.21 0.61 2.24 2 .7 0 2.24 DRESS STANDARDS
C. 2.72 .2l25- 2.^0____
Dre. 3.03 1.07 1.68 2 .0 4 2 .18
Physio. 3.17 0 .5 4 1.76 2.09 2 .44
S.W. 2.06 0.31 2.91 2.67 2.06
L.F.W. 1.38 0 .17 3 .5 0 3 .13 1.83
T. 1.05 2 .7 8 3.60 3.10 1.98
H. 1 .32 0 .2 5 3.36 3.18 1.89 HOKE BACKGROUND
C. ____llÉ2— 0 .2 8 -hiê- .li29____
Drs. 1 .50 0.10 3.17 3.40 1.83
Physio. 1.64 0 .1 4 3.48 3.14 1.61
S.W. 2 .3 0 0 .72 3.06 1.96 1.96














Drs. 1.97 0 .8 4 3.22 2.03 1.94
Physio. 2 .0 5 1.33 2.93 1.98 1.71
Key tc abbreviations used in Tablet
T Teachers S.W.
N - Trained Hospital L.F.W.
Nurses
C Clerks Drs. -







"onoDDisJa. I don't like it."
"Too 8no boy for words."
"I prefer not to answer this question* "
It was the emotional toning of many volunteered remarks 
together with evidence, as from the southern factory and the rural 
areas, that the questionnaire WaS too difficult a taSk to oe widely 
distributed, which led to its replacement by the simpler one-p^ge 
questionnaire.
Despite the limitations, however, the results, both numerical 
cJid as regards the quality of the remarks volunteered, combine to 
show that nursing is more generally considered as comparable vdth 
teaching «nd clerical work, than with saleswomanship or light 
factory work, so that the next, "Three Occupations" questionnaire 
was a justifiable narrowing of the field of comparison.
(v) further evidence from this questionnaire.
The various groups of subjects are too small, taken
separately, to be used as evidence, but interesting differences
between the mean scores of the various groups are suggestive of
such things as the level of esteem or loyalty within groups, and
#
of possible inter-occupational loyalties or groupings. Table VI 
gives the mean scored awarded to the five occupational groups by 
the various subject groups for all seven components, and shows 
several interesting features.
(i) Saleswomen and teacher subjects both give themselves higher 
scores (means) than those given to theu* by other occupations 
for six out of the seven components. None of the other 
three occupations show such consistency in higher self
7 0 .
ratings.
(il) Tbe high, self-rating of the teachers with regard to the
question on standards of dress ms of considerable interest, 
it is the only mean score, for this component, which is 
above the 'cj^  level. As the prestige scores in Table il 
and 1‘lgtire A show, teachers are rated distinctly lower for 
dress than for any other component by the groups as a whole. 
This low rating in conjunction with the specific remarks 
referred to above (page 66) suggests a social "stereotype•* 
relating to the appearance of teachers. The general refusal 
on the part oi the teacher students to accept this stereotype 
suggests either lacx of social insight in their group, or 
diiferent standards of dress from those held by the people 
generally. dinoe, on the whole, the teacher groups showed 
good insight as regards other questions it is probably more 
correct to Interpret this difference of opinion between the 
teachers and other groups as indicating some sort of social 
isolation between the teachers and "the others."
(iii) The nurses (students) however, only rate themselves higher 
than all other groups fate them for one component, that of
"the intelligence of nurses on the whole." jjor initiative 
and responsibility, as well as for hoœ background, nurses 
rate themSg&ves lower than the doctor groups rate them.
These dixierenoes may mean that the nurses tend to accept 
the picture suggested by the remarks volunteered of the 
nurses as denied outlet for initiative in her work, and is
\
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important «s part of the evidence or this enquiry.
(iv) This high rating of the nurses Dy the doctors is interesting 
when compared with evidence from nurses’ complaints, that the 
doctors treat them as "mere pairs of hands" or even "as dirt". 
One recalls that Joutu’s medicar student subjects snownd 
very marked egocentrism, and a correspondingly high estimation 
or the graduate nurse. It is possxble that the doctors have 
rated the nurse high because she is the one representative 
of the medicar fieid in this questionnaire.
It is tempting to try to draw luore conclusions from 
Table VI. But, as olater (1951) has pointed out in his paper, 
under the mathematical conditions imposed by the methods of 
paired comparisons the general tendency to negative inter- 
correlation limits the value of the score differences as 
indicators of psychological differences, i.e. of genuine 
expressions of opinion.
ny using a transformation matrix however, he claims to have 
demonstrated "significant divergences of opinion bet wean the 
(five) groups on the topic of dress." The application of 
this matrix to all scores for all components would have been 
too time-consuming for the present investigation. It is not 
possible therefore to assess olater*s suggestion that by 
applying a transformation to scores before submitting them to 
the more usual statistical analyses, this method of paired 
comparisons is possibly « really useful tool in "socio-metric 
studies of inter-group solidarity and class consciousness.
7a.
B. THE THxiEE OGCUP.A.TIiüNS GMER,.L FüNü..
(a) 1st Version. (Bee appendix 1.1. (i))
1. Preparation.
2 s the paired comparisons questionnaire proved too difficult 
a task, emotionally if not intellectually, for many subjects, a 
simpler questionnaire had to be devised in order to get the larger 
samples of opinions needed. The results of the first questionnaire 
had shown nursing to beheld as more nearly comparable with teaching 
and clerical work than vô.th the other two occupations, and the 
second questionnaire therefore referred only to three occupations.
Since some subjects had complained of the difficulty of 
trying to make general social judgements when asked, e.g. "on the
whole which group in each pair is likely to have......?" the
instructions in the second, three occupations, questionnaire aimed 
to eliminate this difficulty by asking for a choice concerning "a 
sister or daughter. ' xy setting the question in a near-personal 
frame of reference it was hoped also to increase the validity of 
the opinions given, as hogardus has shown the importance of "social 
distance" in the assessment of attitudes.
To avoid any chance effects due to the order of presentation 
of the occupation three forms B & 0 were used, so that each 
occupation was mentioned first, second and third in turn. Bo far 
as possible equal numbers of the a, h & 0 forms were issued to each 
group.
The tasks set were (i) to rank the three occupations in order 
of preference and then (il) to indicate the reasons for placing an
T A B L E  VII .
LIST OF OCCUPATIONAL DISADVANTAQES. 
lBt AND 2nd VERSIONS COMPARED.
A. Baaio list of ordinary oonversational referano**,




Teachers and General 
Conversation
(a) There is much mental strain involved.
(b) Such work tends to make a girl "bossy" and
domineering.
(o) There are fewer opportunities for marriage.










Seoretarial/Clerioal (e) There is danger of eye-strain. 5 8
workers and General
Conversation (f) The work is monotonous. 7 11
(g) There are fewer opportunities for interesting work 
after training. 8 13
Nursing and General (h) Hours of work are too long 1 1
Conversation
(i) There is too little personal freedom for the 
worker (1st version). 2 17
(j) The pay is too low for the work done. 13 7
(k) There is too much physical stmain involved. 4 5
Nursing from this (l) There is too little scope for initiative in the work. 3 21
enquiry
(m) Such work tends to harden a girl. 9 16
Nursing W.P. Report 
1947
(n) Younger people are often made unhappy by unsympathetic 
seniors in this work. 0 3
(o) Present conditions in this work eire likely to prove 
very frustrating to the young worker. 0 10
(p) There is too much old fashioned discipline of workers 
in this occupation. 0 12
(q) The changes of pleasant and interesting recreation 
are too limited. 0 15
(r) This work offers too little prospect of material 
well-being and reasonable comfort. 0 19
(s) Such work tends to take a girl away from home too much. 0 20
Balance reason (t) Such work offers little chance for a girl to widen her 
experience by living away from home. 0 14
, Test reason (u) On the irtiole one is less likely to meet people of good 
social standing in such work. 11 4
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occupâtion^^by (a) ticking any of the list of aisaavcJitages 
supplied which seemed applicable, and (b) giving any other reasons 
not on the list, in the space provided.
The questionnaire thus aimed to obtain two sets of data.
(i) The relative popularity of nursing when compared with teaching 
and clerical work by the various subject groups, and (ii) some, 
indication of the reasons held against these three occupations.
The occupational disadvantages. (See Table VII.)
The list of 14 occupational disadvantages (Table VII.
& Jû) consisted of a basic list of eleven comnioniy mentioned ones, 
into which two less cOiümonly cited reasons against nursing were 
inserted together with a test reason (u) referring directly to 
social stratification. The basic eleven disadvantages derived from 
ordinary conversational references, both within the occupations 
%hid by the general public to the "drawbacks" of these three 
occupations, four (a, b, c, d) refer to teaching, three (e, f, g) 
to clerical worx and four (h, i, j, k) to nursing. Of the two less 
usual references to nursing one (1) concerning initiative is based 
on opinions given by many university students in discussions, and 
the other (m) concerning the tendency to harden a girl was 
volunteered by a (male) Youth leader'in the North.
The.order in which the disadvantages were presented was a 
random one, so that errors arising from space positions might be 
avoided.
further data.
Subjects were invited to supply details of age-group, sex
T A 3 L 2  V I I I .
DISTRIBUTION OF FIRST VZRSIOK OF THR3S OCCUPATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE
I♦ General Urban
1. Miscellaneous, non-nurses (14 London,
2 via Sssei, 4 Lancs.)
2. Factory Staff, Yorkshire.
3. Secretarial Students, Yorkshire.
4. Technical Teacher Students, Lancs.
5. Secondary Sohool Parents, Lancs.
6. Hospital non-nursing staff, Lancs.

















Urban Group Total... 291 169
II. General Rural
1. Essex
Ranger Companies. 25 5
Girls' Life Brigade 12 3
Factory Workers. 40 4
W.I. Members. 25 17
(102) (29)
2. Gloucestershire Via a Church Club 25 21
Rural Group Total... 127 50
III. Teacher Stud ents
1. Lancs. 35 35
2. Leeds 30 18
3. Kent 20 0
Teacher Student Total... 85 53
IV. Social Studies Students
1. London 30 30
Social Science Students (30) (30)
V. Health Fi*ld
1. Doctors. D.P.H. Class. 20 17
2. Physiotherapists, London. 25 19
3. S.R.H.s, Essex and lanes. 12 12
4. Student Nurses, Lancs. 19 19
Health Field Total ... (76) (67)
Total distributed this edition 609 accepted. 
369 returned
(Ho Significance attaches to the differences in the numbers returned, as the method 
of distribution varied in different cases.)
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and occupation as useful aids to the analyis of the data but it was 
emphasised that this was not obligatory, witn the hope of obtaining 
the co-operation of greater numbers.
I. Distribution of this questionnaire. (See Table VIII. )
This new questionnaire was brought into use before all the 
visits arranged to distribute the paired comparisons questionnaire 
had been made, many groups are therefore similar to those used for 
the first questionnaire. The second, simpler form was more easily 
accepted, so that it was possible to obtain co-operation from two 
rural groups and a very useful group oi 88 Technical Teacher students 
from a northern industrial town. This group gave 1UU% returns, 84 
out of the 88 were men, and the group represents members of various 
industries wno were either filling or aiming at various supervisory 
posts, e.g. foreman, instructors, etc.
jo iiesults frojg this questionnaire. (Bee Table xX)
In discussions with groups after they had completed the 
form it was found that the questionnaire as such was well received, 
but objections were raised to the fact that clerical and not 
secretarial work had been offered for contrast with nursing and 
teaching. It v/as suggested that secretarial work was of higher 
status and so more nearly comparable with nursing and teaching.
This is itself an interesting contribution to the problem of trying 
to assess the social status of nursing*
The results of this first version were therefore considered 
as a pilot survey and a second version prepared.. The actual 
information resulting from the 369 cases of the first version are
T A B L E  IX.
RELATIVE POPULARITY OF THE THREE OCCUPATIONS AS INDICATED BY THE THIRD CHOICES






T H I R D C H O I C E S
Totals Means
T. N. C. T. N. C.
I. A H.W. 15 0 12 3 0.00 0.80 0.20
II. A N. & 3. 20 1 12 7 0.05 0.60 0.35
B N.S. 18 6 10 2 0.33 0.56 0.11
C I.E. 13 1 6 6 0 .0 8 0.46 0.46
D H.W. 15 1 4 10 0.07 0.27 0.66
III. A S. 30 6 5 19 0.21 0.16 0.63
IV. A H.W. 35 0 10 25 0.00 0.28 0.72
B H.E. 18 0 6 12 0.00 0.33 0.67
C H.W. 88 9 48 31 0.10 0.55 0.35
V. A S. 17 0 5 12 0.00 0.29 0.71
B S. 19 1 5 13 0 .0 5 0.26 0.68
C N. & S. 12 0 0 12 0.00 0.00 1.00
D H.W. 19 2 2 15 0.10 0.11 0.7 8
VI. A S.W. 29 6 7 16 0.21 0.24 0.55
B S.W. 21 0 12 9 0.00 0.57 0.43
TOTALS 369 33 144 192
S . S i 3 9 . 5 2 . 0 ^
Key to subject groups.
I. A Parents' Association.
General, inoluding some clerioal/seoretarial workers.
A Mixed non-nurses.
B Secretarial College students.
C Factory Staff (workshops and olerioal).
D Hospital "lay" staffs.
J2J, Social Science Students,
Teacher Students 
’a 4 B Ordinary training colleges.
C Technical teacher training college.
V, Health Field Groups.
A Doctors.
B Physiotherapists.
r State Registered Nurses. . . -i
D Student Nurses. Two hospitals, ei-voluntary and ei-munioipal,
7T Country dwellers.
\  Women's Institute, S.3. county.
■g Women's Institute, S.W. county.
NOTE:
AS these figures are based on third rank scores the popularity of an occupation is inversely 
proportionate to the size of the scores shown above.
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summarised ana discussed together with results from the next, 
larger, sample of opinion.
glnd Version. Three uccupations Questionnaire. (See Appendix I.iBSj)
1. Preparation.
Two changes were made in the second version of this three 
occupations questionnaire, first, as a result of the criticisms 
reported above the word secretarial was substituted for clerical 
in the list of occupations. Secondly the list of occupational 
disadvantages v/as enlarged to include reference to six of the 
"reasons which enter into the composite general factor underlying 
all causes of wastage" during the training of,student nurses, as 
given in the main report of the Government working Party. (1947.
p* 41). By doing this it was hoped to obtain some measure of how
generally these dissatisfactions were felt by trained nurses, as 
well ciS by the nurses in training from whose evidence they 
originated, and how far they could be considered as disadvantages 
in the other two occupations also.
The six additional disadvantages -taken from the forking 
Party Report were (Table VII. 0.)
(i) Unsympathetic seniors.
(ii) Old fashioned discipline.
(iii) Limited recreational facilities.
(iv) Present condition frustrating for young workers.
(v) The work takes a girl away from home too much.
(vi) The work offers too little prospect of material well-being
ana reasonable comfort.
AS however for some candidates nursing offers a welcome
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chance to get awey from home, a seventh possible disadvantage was 
added to balance (v) above, namely that of too little chance to 
live away from home.
To incorporate these extra references to nursing the order 
of the list of disadvantages had to be changed to keep the 
references to the three occupations intermingled as wuch «.s 
possible.
After the first few hundred of forms had been returned it 
was found that some subjects reacted against the near-personal 
fraiue of reference in the instructions by writing "I would not 
dream of dictating to a daughter or sister v/hat career she should 
take up" or similar remarks, as a reason for non-co-operation in 
the enquiry. To reduce wastage due to this type of reaction a note 
was printed at the head of the form, (as appears in Appendix I. G. ) 
to emphasise the difference between having an opinion and enforcing 
it on others. This appeared to eliminate the excuse mentioned 
above for not replying. it is not possible of course, to know what 
the effect wao on the actual numbers of forms returned.
k. histrxuution oi aim version. (dec Taulee % <x XI)
From interviews and conversations there is evidence 
suggestive of strong parental pressure in some families being used 
to dissuade girls from taking up nursing as a career. To get 
further evidence about this the co-operation of headmistresses was 
sought, so that questionnaires could be distributed to members of 
Parents associations, end also to sixth form girls.
• Three schools were approached in the Home Counties and four
in Yorkshire. The introductions to the southern schools were
T A B  L S
THREE OCCUPATIONS QDSSTIONBAIRE. 
SUBJECT GROUPS ALLOWING NOHTH/SOüTH COMPARISON
SECOND m s i c .
Main Group 
No.
Area Subject type Questlonnairee I. Parente Questionnaires 
accepted M & P returned
II. Sixth 
former* (p)

































Totals 2,024 688 278
III Social North East College A 50 31 P
Science via North West B 22 22 M A P
Universities C 90 0 -


















South (London) City Literary Institute 
students (excluding 
clerical/secretarial 
workers) 150 53 M A P
I 2nd year undergraduates 213 97 F
Totals 363 150
Groups I - V TOTAL ISSUE 2,648 TOTAL RETURN 1,253












given by the Hursing ixecruitment Centre, so that the headmistresses 
were known to be favourable to nursing to some extent* in the 
Leeds area introductions were obtained from the Department of 
Education of the University, so that nothing can be assuiued as 
regards the attitudes of the headmistresses to nursing.
Two other schools were approached for co-operation in this 
investigation. hoth were, by chance, in the North ,Vest of Lngland. 
They were selected as being considered more "exclusive" than the 
first seven, which were ordinary secondary graikaar schools. Cne 
was a day school, the other a public boarding school*
Bocial Science Diploma students were next -selected aS 
subjects because their course of study is less academic than the 
degree courses and the students take this two year course as a 
preliminary training for occupations dealing with people play 
<a very large part; e.g. Probation .iork, Hospital Almoning etc. One 
would expect therefore, that among Social Studies students m^ny 
knight well have considered nursing as a career. Students were 
approached through their Tutors for economy of time. The northern 
university groups k, and the London university group D, were all 
women. The Northern university group h had students of both sexes.
in the parents, schoolgirls and Social Science groups, the 
North/South comparison was obtained. This comparison was also 
obtained with one other group, adult Education class students. Of 
these the northern group v/as a mixed, non-resident group taking 
evening and weekend courses. The southern group were fulltime 
students resident for one year in a women’s college, hoth groups 
included trained clerical/secretarial workers.
T A B L E  XI.
DISTRIB^ION OF THESE OCCUPATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE SECOND VERSION







VI. A N. & S. Medical practitioners 70 32 M & F
B N. A S. Physiotherapists 35 21 If A F
C S.R.N.s, mostly non-hospital. 
Queen's N., Industry, etc. 61 26 F
D N. k S. Student Nurses 40 20 F
VII c Woros. Village dwellers, via social 
clubs, etc. 200 0 M A F
A Essex Via various groups 124 14 M A F
B Sussex Via N. I. Leaders 100 71 U A F
VIII A London Clerical/Secretarial
workers 73 53 V A F
IX A N. k S. Teaoher Students 65 27 F
B S Practising Teachers 52 35 M A F
TOTALS 820 299
TOTAL distribution of this version of three occupations 
questionnaire   ............................. 3,468 accepted
1.552 returned • 44.75$
No significance can be attached to the differanoes in numbers returned as the method of distribution 
varied in different cases.
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The North/South comparison cannot be made with other 
groups as it was not possible to obtain adequate representation 
from both areas. In the health field groups, 6 out of 3k doctors,
17 out of kl physiotherapists and 7 out of kO student nurses were 
living in the North, on the teacher students 17 were from a 
northern training College and 10 from « college in the home Counties.
Three attempts were made to obtain rural groups for an 
urban/rural comparison with this knd version of the questionnaire. 
One failed completely, one was partially successful and the third 
gave very good returns.
Taole X gives the details of the distribution of groups 
allowing the North/Bouth contrast. Table XI the distribution to 
other groups.
3. Results of the Three Occupations Questionnaire.
(1) Relative popularity of occupations, assessed by third choices.
Scrutiny of the placings of the three occupations showed 
that teaching was most often given first place and nursing third 
place by the various groups. The average placings for the two 
samples of opinion is as below.
Percentages of placings of three occupations by 
first Sample of opinion 
(369 Cases]
Place Teaching Nursing Clerical ,ork.
1st 58.3/0 9;o 16.
and 3<^* 8/0 36.0^ 31*
3rd 8.9^ 39.1% 52.0%
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PercentaigqB of placinisgs of three occuogtions b y  
second aample of opinion* 
otiBeal
Place Teaching Nuraing Secretarial Work
let 48.5# 21.7# 29,8#
2na 33. b% c8.4# 38.0#
3rd 17.9# 49.9# ■ 32.2#
Nursing emerges as least popular In 39>U4^ of ell oases for 
the pilot survey, mere the less ettr&ctive clerical wvork is used 
cs t»n alternative* In the main survey nursing is placed third fey 
nearly half (49*930 of ell subjects.
bpinion






Numbers placing an occupation third
Totals.
Teaching Nursing Clerical/ 
Secretarial 






















in view of the higher figure in Version II for the third 
choices of nursing, it was decided to assess the relative 
popularity of the three occupations in terms of their third 
placings.
J
Values of X for the third choice totals scores arc however, 
statistically aignificiant when subject groups who completed the 
first version of this questionnaire ere compared with those 
completing the second version. This means that the change of the 
word clerical to secretarial was .n important one and the smaller 
groups of the first sample of opinion (J)a|)le VIII) cannot be 
reckoned in with similar groups in the second smplCj (Tables X and 
XI), because they were doing a different task.
T A B L B  X I I .
COVPARATIYS FRSgTJEHCT OF MENTION OF DISADVANTAŒS BT 31TBJ8CT3 PLACING AN OCCUPATION THIRJ 
THRSB OCCTJPATIOIS QtJBSTIOraAIRB. YBRSIOM I. 369 SUBJECTS.






































1st 10 ?7 81.82 Makes bossy 4 
domineering.
13 138 9 5 .8 4 Low Pay. 7 172 8 9 .5 8 Monotony.
2nd 6 21 63.64 Much mental 
strain.
1 128 8 8 .8 9 Long hours. 3 166 86.47 Little soope
for initiative,
3rd 14 17 5 1 .5 2 Too many ex­
traneous 
duties.
2 113 7 8 .4 8 Less personal 
freedom.
8 128 6 6 .6 7 Less inter­
esting work 
aftsr training
4th 12 16 4 8 .4 8 Fewer marriage 
opportunities.
4 90 63.19 Physioal strain. 5 82 4 2 .7 1 Eye strain.
5th 9 15 4 5 .4 5 Tends to harden 
a girl.
9 54 3 7 .5 0 Tends to harden. 2 57 2 9 .6 9 Less personalfreedom.
6th 13 10 3 0 .3 0 Low pay. 14 53 36.81 Extraneousduties.
11 41 21.35 Less likely to 
meet people of 
good eooial 
standing.




3 43 2 9 .8 6 Little scope for 
initiative.
13 33 1 7 .1 9 Low pay.
8th 4 7 21.24 Much physical 
strain.
6 39 27.08 Mental strain. 6 32 16.67
Mental strain.
9th 7 6 1 8 .1 8 Monotony 12
20 13.89 Fewer marriage 
opportunities.










1 8 .1 8
1 5 .1 5
1 5 .1 5
Less likely to 














1 0 .4 2





















1 3th 5 4 12.12
Danger of eye­
strain.
11 11 7.64 Less likely to 
meet people of 
good social 
standing.
9 6 3 .1 3 Tends to 
harden.
1 4th 1 2 6.06
Long hours. 5 3 2 .0 8 Eye strain.
12 3 1 .5 6 Long hours.
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The change from cierloel to eeoret&rlel should tend to 
decrease the popularity of nursing relative to the other 
occupations, and there Is one group, IV.C., of 88 subjects, l^rge 
enough to e considered representative,in the first sample of 
opinion. (Ta^le IX). These were the northern Technical Teacher 
students. Even with the lower greded "clerical worker" in 
comparison, of this group placed nursing third.
Briefly, Table IX shows that nursing is most markedly 
unpopular with the parents* association groups, and least disliked 
by the Bocifcl and Health field workers. Teaching is the most 
popular, except with the secretarial college students. O f  the 
occupational groups of subjects, k/l8 secretarial students and 
2/19 nursing students put clerical work and nursing, respectively, 
as third choice. Ho ordinary teacher student put teaching third.
Table XII ahows the comparative frequency of mention of 
the various disadvantages relative to each occupation by the pilot 
group.
) Discussions gf >thlyd choice scores in the main survey. See fig. ,
In the main sample of opinion, although some of the groups 
are too small to be considered as really representative, there are 
two groups of over 100 cases m i c h  are in.portant, namely the parents 
association mem b r e  and the sixth form schoolgirls. The other groups 
fairly good general samples of opinion, aS for example the social
FIG. B.
RELATIVE POPULARITY OF THREE OCCUPATIONS 




Percentage of subjects ranking < 
ranking TEACHING third V^RK third 
lOO
Percentage of subjects
SECRETARIAL Percentage of subjects 
ranking NURSING third 
O lOO O lOO
I I  SIXTH FORM 
—  SCHOOL GIRLS 1 r r
r p
TiT SOCIAL SCIENCE 
21L STUDENTS If K •
IV  “ACADEMIC" 
—  GROUPS if L P
T7 "HEALTH FIELD" 
—  GROUPS r b
RURAL GROUPS m
"v î t  c l e r ic a l  & 
JLLL SECRETARIAL 
WORKERS
VIII  te a c h in g
— '- • GROUPS ■ w
NOTE* As these figures are based on third rank scores the popularity 
of an occupation is inversely proportionate to the black 
area shown*
T A B L B  X I I I .
S3C01II) VERSION OF THEBE 0CCUPATI0I3 Q.DB3TI0I1AIRS 














Key to subject groups
I A. H.B. 38 1 26 11 0.03 0.68 0.2 9B. 43 0 32 11 0.00 0.74 0.26 I. Parents* Assoolations
C a 14 1 10 3 0 .0 7 0.71 0.21
D. " 18 3 11 4 0 .17 0.61 0.22 A-0 Seoondary Ormsesar Schools
s. S. 51 4 35 12 0.0 7 0.69 0 .2 4
F, ” 50 5 32 13 0.10 0 .6 4 0.260. 90 7 67 16 0.08 0.74 ' 0.18
X. H.W. 235 36 146 51 0 .1 5 0.63 0.22 X Grant Aided Orassnar Sobool
T, 149 45 76 28 0.30 0.51 0 .1 9 T Independent Publlo Sohool
II A. H.B. 40 4 26 10 0.10 0.6$ 0.2$ II. Sixth Pom Sohool Girls
B. 13 0 6 7 0.00 0 .4 6 0.$4
C. 22 2 11 9 0.09 0 .5 0 0.41
D. 26 3 13 10 0.12 0 .5 0 0.38
E. 3. 37 6 18 13 0.16 0 .4 9 0.3$ A-T as above.
P. 60 15 22 23 0.25 0.37 0.38
X. H.W. 25 2 11 12 0.08 0.44 0 .4 8
T. 55 29 11 15 0.53 0.20 0.27
Ill A. N.B. 31 5 5 21 0.16 0.16 0.68 III. Soolal Soienoe Students.
C. H.W. 22 4 7 11 0 .1 8 0 .3 2 0 .5 0 Dblverslty ïniemal Students.
D. S. 34 2 5 27 0.06 0 .1 5 0.79
IV A. H.B. 25 5 13 7 0.20 0.$2 0.28 IV. Acadenio Groups. A, B A C.
Extra-mural and W.B.A. Students.
_________ - —w ——
B. S. 25 2 17 6 0 .0 8 0.68 0.24
s. $ 5 S3 1 1 0 .1 9 0.60 0.21 D. Second year undergraduates.
r. - - 9"7 13 ■ ■ 30 - ■54 er.O" 3.I1 " <r.$-6----
V A. H <fc s. 32 11 11 10 0 .3 4 0.34 0.31 V. Health Field Groups. A. Bootors.
B. H A S . 21 6 10 5 0 .29 0 .4 8 0.23 B. Physiotherapists.
C. H A S . 26 6 4 16 0.23 0.1$ 0.62 C. State Registered Hurees.
B. H A S . 20 4 6 10 0 .2 0 0 .3 0 0 .5 0 B. Student Hurees.
VI A. S.Rural 14 3 7 4 0.21 0 .5 0 0.2 9 VI. Rural Groups
S. " 71 18 29 24 0 .2 5 0.41 0.34 Via WomenInstitutes.
VII A. 3. 53 18 23 12 0 .3 4 0.43 0 .23 VII. Clerical/secretarial workers.
VIII A. H A S . 27 1 11 15 0 .0 4 0.41 0 .5 5 VIII. Teacher Groups. A. Students.
B. S. 35 7 10 18 0 .2 0 0 .2 9 C-51 B. Practising teachers.
TOTALS 1552 278 775 499
17.9< 49.9< 32.x 100^
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science students in HI, the 97 second year undergraduates 
representing the various departments of a London University College, 
IV D and the 71 memoers of the rurol community. Via.
Examination of the means (laole XIII) for these third choices 
Shows that among parents nursing is placed third Oy more than half 
of every group. Of the total of 688 members of parents' associations 
groups 457, that is 65.5l%, ranked nursing as third choice in 
comparison with teaching and secretorial work.
Nursing is less unpopular amongst the sixth form girls.
118 out of %78, that is 4a.44^, placed nursing third in contrast 
with teaching end secretarial work, figure jj shows the differences 
between the third rankings given by parents and sixth form girls 
of the various schools which co-operated. Ho significant differences 
were found between north and south, or town and country, in these 
opinions. There is a markedly greater divergence of opinion aS 
regards nursing then either of the other two occupations. The 
school most favourable towards nursing, as regards both girls and 
parents, is Y. This is the only boarding school of the nine schools 
visited, and is a Public School in contrast to the others which 
are either direct gr^nt or grant aided grammar schools. X, the 
other school in the North .Vest, was recommended to the investigator 
as being "more select" than the ordinary secondary graimmar schools 
(ii - G) approached for co-operation in this enquiry, and the 
parents' association of X appears more favourable towards nursing 
then the other schools, ^ - G, except E, which is the only one of 
the seven secondary grammar schools shovving parental attitude 
moderately favourable towards nursing, and is a Rom^n Catholic 
convent school*
3 rd CHOICE T E A C H I N G
° /o  OF 276 atSPOHDtNT» CITIW*
F I G U R E  C
PUBLIC OPINION
3 rd c ho ice n u r s i n g
%  OF 775 BtSPONDiNTS ClTiW. Plt»DVAMTA6C
3 rd c h o i c e  s e c r e t a r i a l  W O R K
%  OF 4 9 9  R1.4POM06NT6 ClTlNR, Ol*ADV*WT**& ■
75
100 
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^ TEST R E A S O N  RE: 
SOCIAL STANDING
8^ .
The results, therefore, assessed by this method of third 
choices, suggest that attitudes to nursing are not markedly 
different between the North and the South of Englana, but that 
cultural backgrounds are more important as regards such attitudes, 
'hat features of the cultural background affected the attitudes 
to nursing cannot be stated without further research. The 
favourable attitude shown by the parents of the Public School Y 
may link with the interesting remark volunteered by the headmistress 
of one of the southern secondary gramiuc^ r schools when her co­
operation vfas sought, dhe informed the investigator that her school 
was "too good" for the purposes of the enquiry because it catered 
for "a class rather above those vho feel that nursing is below 
them. " On the other hand, the favourable attitude of the Roman 
Catholic School, since this was not considered by the local 
education authorities as differing from the other secondary grammar 
schools of that area, suggests the influence of a system of values 
rather than the influence of a simple social stratification.
Of the Suialler groups nursing appears least popular with 
the academic groups IV.h, jd and G. The group IV.D, which is 
distinctly more favourable towards nursing is, interestingly, the 
group of 97 undergraduates. The academic groups A - C are extra­
mural and V/. E. A  students. This again is suggestive of differences 
of social and cultural background influencing the attitude to 
nursing.
(4) Results by disadvantage scores.
Numbers and frequencies of disadvantage cited.
ÀS Table XIV and Eigure C show, more disadvantages are cited
T A B L B  X I V .
coMPARATiy» rasQtrgicT ot inainoM or risijTAmoBB b t süBJScTa f l a c i i o a i o c ch t a t io i thiri)
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m  of 278 informanta 
aalecting diaadvantaga)
(■ % of 7 7 5 informants 
selecting disadvantage)
(■ ÎÉ of 499 informanta 
aalecting disadvantage)
1st 2 199 7 1 .5 8 Makes boaay 4 dom­
ineering.
7 619 7 9 .8 7 Low pay. 11 422 8 4 .5 1 Monotony.
2nd 6 153 5 5 .0 8 Fewer opportunitiaa 
for marriage.
1 602 7 7 .6 8 Long hours. 21 375 7 5 .1 5 Little scope for initiative.
3rd 18 138 49.64 Huoh mental atrain. 3 560 7 2 .2 5 Dhaympathatio
aaniora.
13 324 6 4 .9 3 Lees interesting work after 
training.
4th 9 137 49.28 Sztraneoua dutiaa. 5 553 7 1 .6 0 Physical atrain. 14 209 4 1 .8 8 Little chance to live away 
from home.
5th 16 114 4 1 .0 1 Tanda to harden a 
girl.
12 516 6 7 .8 7 Old fashioned 
discipline.
8 191 38.28 Hye strain danger.
6th 11 95 3 4 .1 7 Monotony 17 496 64.00 Kncroachaa on 
personal freedom.
10 157 3 1 .4 7 Frustrating oonditions.
7th T 90 32.38 Low pay. 15 396 5 1 .1 0 Limitation of 
recreation.
3 150 3 0 .0 8 Unsympathetic seniors.
8th 10 87 3 1 .4 5 Preaant oondltiona 
fruatrating.
16 368 4 7 .4 9 Tends to harden. 4 119 2 3 .8 5 Meet fewer people of good 
social standing.
9th 3 8 5 3 0 .5 8 ttesympathetio
aanlora.
10 302 38.97 Fruatrating
conditions.
15 75 1 5 .0 3 Limitations of raoraation.
10th 13 73 26.26 Fewer opportunitiea 
for intereating 
work after training.
19 291 3 7 .5 6 Poor material 
prospecta.
19 61 12.22 Poor material prospects.
11th 21 69 2 3 .1 5 Little acope for 
initiative.
20 247 3 1 .8 7 Takes away from 
home.
16 55 11.02 Tends to harden.
12th 17 67 2 4 .1 4 Snoroachea too muoh 
on peraonal freedom.
9 238 30.81 Bxtraneous duties. 18 51 1 0 .2 4 Mental strain.
13th 8 57 2 0 .5 0 Banger of eye 
atrain.
21 174 2 2 .4 5 Little scope for 
initiative.
7 47 9 .4 2 Low pay.




18 168 21.68 Mentalatrain. 9 39 7.82 Extraneous duties.
15th 12 42 15.11 Too much old fash­
ioned discipline.
6 90 11.61 Fewer opportunitiea 
for marriage.
2 37 7 .4 2 Makes bossy.
I6th 4 41 1 4 .7 5 Less likely to meet 
people of good 
social standing.
2 80 1 0 .3 4 Makes bossy. 1 27 5 .4 1 Long hours.
nth 19 38 13.67 Too little prospect 
of material well 
being and reason­
able comfort.
4 67 8 .6 5 Meet fewer people
of good social 
standing.
5 11 2.20 Physical strain.
1 8th 5 30 10.79 Too much physical 
strain.
13 62 8.00 Fewer opportunities 
after training.
17 11 2.20 Encroaches on personal 
freedom.
19th 14 30 10.79 Little chance to 
live away from home.
11 47 6.06 Monotony 12 11 2.20 Old fashioned discipline.
20th 20 21 7 .5 5 Tends to take away 
from home.
14 41 5 .2 9 Little chance to 
live away from 
home.
6 8 1.61 Fewer opportunitiea for 
marriage.
"1st 1 18 6 .4 8 Long hours. 8 11 1 .4 2 Bye strain.
20 7 1 .4 1 Takes away from home.
8$.
by ûiore respondents against nursing than against the other two 
occupations in the total sample of 155% opinions. Examination of 
the distribution of these opinions by quartile distribution shows 
the following distribution.
Quartile. T. N. S.
75.0 - 100.0%, 0 2 2
50.0 - 74.9# d 5 1
25.0 - 49*9# 8 5 4
0*0 — 24. 9# 11 9 14
z'lhich disadvantages are cited.
üS regards teaching, the four most frequently cited 
disadvantages are snov/n to be the stereotyped ones of Table VII*
Against secretarial work, the stereotyped disadvantages come 
first, third and fifth. The second most commonly cited against 
secretarial work is that of too little scope for initiative; which 
was originally quoted against nursing in this study. The fourth 
secretarial work disadvantage, "too little chance to live away from 
home" is the reason included to balance the working Party Report on 
Nursing's finding that nursing "tends to take a girl away from
é
home too much." Against nursing, in this enquiry, this difficulty 
of living aWciy from home is only cited by 3% of respondents. It 
is cited against teaching by 10% cases.
mention of the six disadvantages taken from the Government 
Working Party Report is as follows :
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Listed No. Against Teaching. Against Nursing. Against
secretarial
Jork
3. 30.58# 72.^6# 3C.07#
10. 31.29# 3ü,97# 31,47#
15 51*lO# 15*04#
19. 15. b7# 37.55# 12.23#
20. 7.55^ 31.88# 1. 41#
A clearer picture of the disadvantages of nursing which are
markedly more th^n those of other occupations is perhaps given by
subtracting the teacher and secretarial worker scores for the above
list, with the following results:
Disadvantage quoted. Pound in nursing more than
other two.
3. Unsympathetic seniors 41. b8 - 42.26# of all cases
10. Present conditions 
' frustrating. 7. 68 - 7.50# " " "
15. Recreation chances limited ' 34.91 - 36.06# " " "
19. Little prospect of materiel 
wellbeing & reasonable 
comfort 23.88 - <5.32# " " "
20. Takes a girl away from 
home too much 24.33 - 30.47# " " "
Table XV shov/s which of the disadvantages listed, other than 
the stereotyped ones a. and d. of Table VII have been s, elected by 
more than 25# of the six groups of subjects who placed an occupation 
third in one or other of the two versions of this three occupations 
questionnaire. The results of the pilot survey (in which clerical 
work formed the third occupation) are considered as well as those
T A B L E  TV.
OCC7PATIOKAI DISAB7ABTAGSS (other than the stereotype 
ones as shown in Table 73) WHICH HERS TICKED BT 
MORE THAH 25^  OF GHOUPS RAHXING THE OCCUPATION THIRL.
Occupation 1st Version Results 2nd Version Results
TEACHING (i) Tends to harden (i) Tends to harden
(ii) Pay too low (ii) Monotonous
(iii) pay too low
(iv) Conditions frustrating
(v) Unsympathetic seniors
(vi) Fewer opportunities for
interesting work 
after training
HURSING (i) Tends to harden (i) Tends to harden
(ii) Extraneous duties (ii) Extraneous duties




SECRETARIAL TORK (i) Little scope for 
initiative
(i) Little scope for 
initiative
(ii) Too little personal 
freedom





of the main sample of opinion with secretarial work the third 
occupation, since nursing should have tended to De slightly more 
popular in the first sample.
In version I expected stereotyped disadvantages were four 
in nuii^ Der against teaching and nursing, and three against clerical 
work. These nuiibers were the same for teaching and secretarial 
work in version II, but the forking Party’s additional reasons 
brought the number for nursing up to ten in a±l. Numbers of 
disadvantages expected and otherwise given by more than 25# of a 
subject group were as follows &-
Teaching. Nursing. Clerical/ 
Secretarial ¥ork.
Version I b 8 5
Version 11. 10 12. 7.
Prom Table XV therefore the following points suggest 
themselves for consideration.
(i) All six of the disadvantages culled from the Government 
working . arty’s (1947) Report are agreed to by more than 
25# of subjects who made nursing the third choice of 
occupations. jDut two of these reasons, "Younger people are 
often made unhappy by unsympathetic seniors in this vvork" 
and "Present conditions in this work are likely to prove 
very frustrating to the young worker", are cited by more 
than 25# subjects against teaching and secretarial work also
(ii) Teaching and nursing share the disadvantage of "tending to
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harden a girl. ‘
(iii) Taking botn samples into consideration teaching alone is
not considered by more than 25% of subjects as lacking scope 
for initiative. in the main sample this disadvantage is 
only given a high rating against secretarial work, and is 
placed second only to monotony in this field of work by 
75.15# subjects.
The 'test" disadvantage i/«hich refers directly to the fact 
of social stratification is in the lowest quartile for all groups 
in both samples of opinion, but it is interesting to note that 
its position varies in relation to the different occupations.
Placings of disadvantage l/ll^&
"Cn the Whole one is less likely to meet people of good 
social standing in such work. "
Sample. Teaching. Nursing. 01erical/Secretarial
I. 18,18# 7.64# 21.55#
II. 14.75# 8,65# 23.85#
If the suggestion were generally taboo one would expect the 
level to be (approximately) equally low in all cases. The 
relatively high scores in the case of clerical/secretarial work 
suggest that some differences of social status between the 
occupations mentioned is recognisable, and recognised, by people • 
generally.
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Q. TEE INTiU-OOCÜPVTIGN^L POii. Of TEL THREE aCOUPATIONS 
QÜ3STÏGNNÜJÎÜL (See' Appendix I.O. )
-although the sample of opinion from "the general public,"
especially perhaps the parents' association subjects, must be
assumed to include a certain nuiaber of people trained for the three
occupations under discussion even if no longer practising these
occupations, it is of interest to obtain the opinion of known
practising members of the occupations as control groups when
considering the disadvantages of the occupations. An intra-
occupational form of the three occupations questionnaire was
therefore prepared.
Preparation.
The same list of 21 occupational disadvantages was presented
as the second page of a three page questionnaire. instructions on
page 1 asked the subject to do one of three things with regard to.
each disadvantage given. (i) To put two ticks by the disadvantage
which she 'personally feels to be true about her own occupation."
(li) To put a tick, by disadvantages which she knows "others v/ho are
in the same occupation"...... may consider true, even though "the
subject" may not "agree with their views." (iii) To cross out any
disadvantages which she feels "definitely do NOT apply to her
/
occupation."
The subject was also asked to list briefly on the third 
(blank) page, any auvantages which she felt made her occupation 
"preferable to the other two" for her "personally."
hy allowing the two methods of agreement with the items on
the list, it Was hopeh to make the taskeasier for the subjects. 
Other data asked for were the number of years'in the
t a b l e  XVI.
STRATIFIED W S B M  SAMPLE OF HOSPITALS
Thq Three N.H.S. Regional Divisions used weret-
Region 2. Centred on Leéda.
Region 3. Centred on Manchester.











1 $0-200 p^s. beds. 40-60 student nurses I,
Dp to 150 beds. 5-40 " " II.
With student nurses. m .





5^ sample as calculated 
S.H.N. Students




A. I (i) 13 25 0 26 Matron agreed. S.R.N.e
refused.
II (ii) 4 9 4 15
III (i) 14 28 13 26
Totale A. 31 62 IT 67
B. I (i) 21 48 25 42 All S.R.N. staff used.
II (ii) 9 16 9 11 Known to be short of S.R.N.
staff at time.
III (i) 21 39 15 26
Totals B. 51 103 49 79
C. I (i) 11 26 14 24
II (i) 17 27 0 6 S.R.N.e refused.
(ii) 17 15
III (i) 27 45 14 19
(ii) 12 12
Totals C. 55 98 57 76
Total A, B, C. 137 263 123 222 This is total eample|rrom
- 89.785É of - 04.4^ of nurse training schools other
calculated calculated than the teaching hospitals.
sample. sample.
OTHER HOSPITALS
Bx-oottage S.R.H.S Required S.R.N.8 Obtained Notes
A. IV. 2 3 Whole trained staff.
B. IV. 3 7
« "
C. IV. 5 0 S.R.N.a refused.
TEACHING HOSPITALS
Area Calculated Numbers obtained. Notes








One student withdrew from the class.
Totals V. 20 54 23





age and seniority 
groups and various 
parts of England.
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occupation and "rank or title, if any" to allow grouping of tne 
results.
Distribution* (dee Table XVI).
Since the nursing group is of primary importance in this 
research, first care was given to the task of obtaining a true 
representative sample of nursing opinion. Groups of practising 
teachers and secretarial workers were also obtained as control 
groups, so that a comparison can be made between "public" opinion 
and the opinions of actual members of each occupational group.
Teachers and secretarial worker subjects.
The sample of opinion obtained from teachers and secretarial 
workers, although having no claim to be fully representative, does 
include a fairly wide range of subjects.
.*ith the kina co-operation of the Assistant mistresses 
association, 61 questionnaires were completed by teachers in 
different secondary schools, in various parts of hngland. The 
importance of having as varied a selection of subjects aS possible 
was well appreciated by the members of the committees vho kindly 
acted as assistants to the investigator, and so there are three 
sub-groups, of these teacher subjects, with (i) f and less than 
10 years, (ii) 10 and less than dO years, and (iii) 20 and less 
than 37 years experience in teaching, i/lnother group of 25 teachers 
from secondary schools in the north includes subjects with a range 
of It - 38 years experience. The group from the grant aided school 
(School X) in the North-.ï’est is disappointingly small. The head­
mistress was very co-operative, and herself equally disappointed
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that only 9 out of the 30 questionnaires she accepted were 
returned by her staff.
The secretarial workers were mostly members of staffs of 
two large commercial firiuS, and ere said by the personnel officers 
of these firms to be representative of various grades of worker, 
chosen by them aS objectively aS possible. The two firms which 
co-operated have different prestige levels in the field of commerce, 
but appeared to have equally good morale amongst the staff, so far 
as this could be assessed on visits to the personnel officers. Two 
smaller groups of secretarial workers resident in the North-East 
were obtained, one via an adult education centre, and one from the
lay administrator of a hospital. Every questionnaire was sent out
*
with a letter explaining the anonymoty of the answers, and with an 
envelope in wnich the subject was instructed to seal the form before 
returning it to the assistant or direct to the investigator.
Nursing subjects.
in the first part of this study, the paired comparisons 
questionnaire, the trained nurse was said to include "Sisters,
Charge Nurses, Staff Nurses etc in hospital work. " The 
representative sample was. therefore taken from hospitals. It did 
not however, comprise only trained staff. It is based on the total 
nurse populations for the different categories of general hospital, 
ana takes account of the ratio of trained to stuaent nurses in each 
category in each region.
. Populations were calculated from the returns made to the 
ministry of Health by all the general hospitals of the three (N.H. S. )
regions in wnich work had already been done (see Table XVI).
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The hospitals were grouped as follows
I. Large, formerly voluntary. Nurse training schools.
II. Small, " " " " •*
III. iToraierly municipal.
IV. formerly cottage type. Not used as training schools 
for S.h.N's.
V. The 'Teaching' hospital of the region, i.e. the main 
hospital around wnich the medical school centres*
Only the Metropolitan regions include more than one Teaching 
hospital, so that the selection was pre-determined for this type 
of hospital except for the southern region.
The saiuple aimed at v/as 5# of the total nurse population for 
each type of hospital in each region. As there is considerable 
variation in numbers of nursing staff within any one category, or 
type of hospital, it was necessary in some cases to approach two 
hospitals to allow for the numbers needed. This had to be done 
for both categories II and III in the southern region. In all, 
therefore, 17 hospitals were written to in the first appeal for 
co-operation.
A. letter was sent to the Matron of the hospital, giving a 
brief description of the nature of the research and the method by
which her hospital had been selected to represent a certain category,
\
She was asked if she would consider co-operation, and whetner, if 
so, the investigator could call on her to aiscuss more fully the 
possibility of obtaining the co-operation of her nursing staff.
The results of the appeal to hospital matrons were vahied. 
(See Appendix II). The final sample, although not as fully 
representative as planned, is adequate for comparative purposes.
T A B L E  X 7 I I  
TOTAL DISTRIBUTION OF IHTRA-OCCÜPATIOHAL FORM OF TEE THREE 
OCCUPATJ.ONS QUESTIONNAIRE
Occupation Group No. Size of 
Group
Details of Groups
Teachers % 20 Assistant Uistresses i-10 years experience
II 11 " " 10-20 " "
III 30 " " 20-37 " "
IV 25 Yorkshire & Lancashire 1-J-38 " " 
Direct Grant Schools.
V 9 Grant Aided School 1-35 "
Teacher Total 95
Seeretarial Workers I 26 London and Home Counties offices of P * m  A.
II 25 Head Office (London) Firm B.
III 6 Individual volunteers, Civil Service.
IV 7 Individuals. Via N.E. Adult Bducatlcn Centre.
V 8 Clerical staff, Yorkshire Hospital.
Secretarial Worker Total 72
Trained Nurses (S.R.N.s) I 39 Large ex-voluntary hospitals.
II 30 Small " " "
III 54 Ex-municipal "
V 8 London Teaching Hospital
S.H.N. Training Schools Total 131
IV 10 Ex-Cottage hospitals
B.N. 21 District (Queen*s)Nurses
I.N. 11 Industrial Nurses
H.V. 17 Health Visitors
S.R.N.s Non-Training Schools Total 59
Trained Nurse Total 1 9 0
Student Nurses I 9 2 Large ex-voluntary hospitals
II 47 Small "
III 83 Sx-munioipal "
Student Nurse Total 222
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Sample of opinion of nurses outside hospitals.
The saiuples of opinion obtained from nurses outside the 
hsopitai service can in no way be considered as representative or 
random* To arrange for this, in addition to the hospital groups, 
would have been too time-consuming for this investigation, aut, 
as Table XVIJshows, a selection of opinion has been obtained from 
three of the most popular fields of non-hospital nursing work*
Results from the intra-occupational form of the questionnaire.
(i) Dy disadvantages cited by practising members of each 
occupation.
hy computing the relative frequency of mention of the 
disadvantages listed, some comparison of "job satisfaction" can be 
made between the three occupations. (dee Table XVIII and figured )
As there were no students amongst the teacher and 
secretarial subjects, only dtate Registered Nurses were counted in 
this particular comparison.
The frequencies in Table XVIII refer only to items given the 
double tick on the form, i.e. the method used by subjects to show 
their personal opinions, although some subjects may have projected 
their feelings, in part, on to "others who are in the same 
occupation" the reverse mechanism is unlikely to operate, so that 
scores from doubly ticked items should be true, if minimum ones.
The difference in the histogram patterns may be given 
various interpretations.
The Teacher groups apparently have the greatest consensus 
of grievance, since their scores include three disadvantages agreed 
upon by more than 50# of subjects, mil three complaints are 
stereotyped ones and it is possible that the teacher group are
F IG U R E  D
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(« f  of 95 oases seleoting 
the disadvantage)
(■ of 1 9 0 Nurses seleo­
ting the disadvantage)
(« i> of 72 S.s seleoting the 
disadvantage)
1st 7 70 73.68 Low Pay. 15 95 5 0 . 0 0 Limitation of 
recreation.
8 47 6 5 . 2 8 Danger of eye strain.
2nd 9 63 6 6 . 3 2 Extraneous duties. 7 94 4 9 . 7 4 Low Pay. 21 24 33.33 Little scope for initiative.
3rd 18 57 60.00 Mental strain. 3 87 4 5 . 7 9 Unsympathetic
seniors.
18 19 26.38 Mental strain.
4th 6 47 4 9 . 4 8 Fewer marriage 
opportunities.
18 84 4 4 . 2 1 Mental strain. 3 15 2 0 . 8 3 ïïnsympathetio seniors.
5th 8 29 3 0 . 5 2 Eye strain danger. 17 82 43.16 Encroaches on 
personal freedom.
11 15 20.83 Monotony.
6th 1 27 2 8 . 4 2 Long hours. 1 79 4 1 . 5 8 Long hours. 13 14 1 9 . 4 4 Fewer interesting jobs 
after training.
7 th 19 22 2 3 . 1 6 Poor prospects of 9 54 2 8 . 4 2 Extraneous duties. 9 12 16.67 Extraneous duties.
8th 5 
9th 10 
10th 15  
11th 3 
12th 17 




1 7th 20  
I3th 14  






21 22.11 Muoh physical strain 6
21 22.11 Present conditions 5
frustrating.
19 20.00 Recreation chances 16
limited.
15 1 5 . 7 9  'Unsympathetic 19
seniors.
14 1 4 . 7 4  Encroaches on 20
personal freedom.
12 1 2 . 6 4  Makes bossy & 12
domineering.
5 5 . 2 6  Fewer opportunities 10
for interesting 
work after training.
4 4 . 2 1 Loss likely to meet 4
people of good 
social standing.
3 3 . 1 5  Old fashioned 2
discipline.
3 3 . 1 5  Takes away from 8
home too much.
2 2.10 little chance to 21
live away from home.
2 2.10 little scope for 13
initiative.
2 2.10 Tends to harden a 14
girl.
0 0.00 Vonotony.
49 2 5 . 7 9  Fewer marriage
oppor tuni ties.
46 2 4 . 2 6  Physical strain.
43 2 2 . 6 3  Tends to harden.
40 2 1 . 0 5  Poor prospects of
material well-being.
38 20.00 Takes away from home.
37 1 9 . 4 7 Old fashioned
discipline.
36 1 8 . 9 4  Present oonditions
frustrating.
28 1 4 . 7 3  Social standing.
22 1 1 . 5 7  Makes bossy.
14 7 . 3 1 Sye strain.
14 7 .3 1 Little scope for
initiative.
11 5.79 Fewer opportunities
after training.
11 5 . 7 9  L.ttle chance to
live away from home.
6 3 . 1 5  Monotony.
14 12 16.67 Little chance to live away
from home.
7 8 11.11 Low pay.
19 8 11.11 Poor prospects of material
well-being.
4 7 9 . 7 2  Social standing.
10 6 8.33 Frustrating conditions.
16 6 8.33 Tends to harden.
17 6 8 . 3 3  Encroaches on personal
freedom.
6 5 6 . 9 4  Fewer marriage ohanoes.
15 5 6 . 9 4  limitation of recreation.
1 3 4 . 1 6  Long hours.
20 2 2.77 Takes away from home.
2 1 1 . 3 8  Makes bossy.
12 1 1 . 3 8  Old fashioned discipline.
5 0 0.00 Physical strain.
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iiiore accustomed Doth to formulating ideas for discussion and 
participating in professional conferences where such ideoS are 
discussed.
The high degree of concern with the possible danger of eye 
strain amongst secretarial workers is of interest, since it is not 
generally accepted as an occupational hazard in this type of work* 
Is it a real, but so far unstudied hazard, or is it a "displaced 
grievance", or the suggestive effect of the questionnairev
The nurses' main disadvantage, limited recreation, is 
probably a factual reference to their "split shift" duty systems. 
AS compared with teachers, they are less dissatisfied v/ith their 
salaries.
Unsympathetic seniors apparently loom fairly large after 
training is completed. It should be noted however, that the 
comparatively satisfied (or inarticulate) secretarial workers also , 
place unsyiupathetic seniors fourth amiongst their occupational 
disadvantages.
The other Working Party Report disadvantages (see Table VII) 
are not given much prominence by these trained nurses. In some 
cases they are counted rather more important by teachers.
Disadvantages T. N. s..
10. Present conditions 
frustrating Z2.11 18.94 8.55
12. Old fashioned discipline. 3ol5 19. 47 1.58
19. Pbor material prospects. * <5.16 <1.05 11 0 11
dL Takes away from home 
too much 5.15 <0.00 2.77
T A B 1 5  X I T  
THPUE OCC'TATIORS IKTRA-OCCUPATIONAl FORM. 
COLT ARISON OF NUMBERS OF ADVANTAGES GIVEN
Group Sire No. giving 
advanta.
No. advants. Yeans 
given
(a) (b) (0) h/a o/h
Teachers I ?C 19 72
II 11 10 32
III 30 27 94
IV 25 25 93
V 9 8 18
Teacher Totals 95 8c 309 0.94 and 3.2$
Nurses S.R.N.s
A. IT. 4 3 14
III. 13 5 12
B. I. 25 15 44
II. 9 8 12
III. 15 11 38
C. I. 14 13 33
II. 17 10 22
III. 26 14 25
A. V (K.C.H.) 8 8 24
B. 4 C. IV. 10 8 23
D.N.a 21 20 58
I.N.s 11 11 43
H.V.s 17 16 49
S.R.N. Totals 190 142 397 0 .7 5 and 2 .09
Secretarial Norkers.
I. 06 24 71
II. 25 22 61
III. 6 6 17
IV. 7 5 P
V. 8 4 A
Secretarial Uorker Totals 72 61 161 0.8$ and 2.23
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(ii ) Jùy the advantages given by members of the three occupations.
The third page of the intra-occupational form was left 
blank except for the heading "advantages which you personally, 
find in occupation of....... compared with the other two."
Table XIX shows the nUiubers of subjects in each group who gave 
various advantages, together with the numbers of advantages given. 
The ratios in the third coluimi suggest that teachers are the most 
consciously satisfied group and nurses the least so. The likelihood 
that the teachers are more articulate should perhaps be taken into 
account here also. This Taule# does however modify the histogrwa 
pictures P - H based on Table XVIII. The open form of the question 
on page three makes any exact numerical treatment of results 
difficult, and no significance can be attached to the differences 
noted in Table XIX, because the conditions under which the 
questionnaire was answered were not standardised. examination 
show that certain emphases are coamon within the occupational 
groups, and these emphases are interesting as a possible basis for 
further investigations.




(ii) Freedom for initiative
(iii) The interest of the personal relationships with both 
pupils and colleagues.




(i) The reward or satisfaction of a feeling of usefulness 
to those in need.
(ii) The opportunity to meet a large variety of people ("a 
good cross section of the comniunity" ) wnich broadens one's 
outlook on life. "
(iii) The more interesting and "much more varied" scope of work.
(iv) The comfort and companionship of living in a Nurses'. Home, 
oecretarial Group.
(i) Regular hours, free evenings and free weekends.
(li) Good Pay.
(iii) Greater freedom to "mix as an individual with various 
types and both sexes" which gives "breadth of outlook 
and prevents an obvious professional label."
(iv) bcope for initiative and work on one's own.
To illustrate these occupational emphases, groups of 50 
subjects from each .occupation were randomly selected to represent 
their group, and the advantages given uy them ranking for frequency 
of mention as below
Teacher Group advantages No. of times
mentioned 
(o ut o f 50 )
1st. The personal relationship with pupils
and colleagues 53
2nd. Long holidays '
5rdo Freedom for initiative <5
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i  of 222 
oases
1 st 15 66 Recreation chances 
limited
50.38 3 Unsympathetic seniors. 161 72 .52
2nd 13 66 Ihich mental strain. 50.38 7 Low pay. 147 66.21
3rd 1 61 Long hours. 46.56 1 long hours. 131 59.01
4th 3 60 Unsympathetic seniors. 45 .80 18 Much mental strain. 108 48.64




















8th 16 38 Tends to harden. 29.01 17 Encroaches on personal 
freedom.
85 38.28
9th 5 36 Too much physical 
strain.
27.48 20 Takes away from home. 77 34.68
10th 6 34 Fewer marriage 
opportunities.
25.95 10 Present conditions 
frustrating.
62 27 .92
11th 20 30 Takes away from home. 22 .90 9 Extraneous duties. 54 24 .32
12th 19 29 Poor prospects of 
material well-being.
22.21 5 Too much physical strain. 53 23.87
13th 10 27 Present conditions 
frustrating.
20.61 2 Makes bossy and domineering. 45 20.27
14th 12 23 Old fashioned discipline.17.55 19
Poor prospects of material 
well-being.
30 13.51
15th 2 19 I'akes bossy and 
domineering.
14.50 8 Eye strain. 29 13 .06
I6th 4 16 Social standing. 12.21
6 Fewer marriage opportunities. 28 12.61
17th 8 14 Eye strain.
10.68 21 Too little scope for 
initiative.
22 9.91
18th 14 10 Littlechan«e to live away from home. 7.55 4 Social standing.
16 7.21
19th 21 10 Too little scope for initiative.
7.55 14 Little chance to live away 
from home.
6 2 .7 0
20th 13 7 Fewer opportunities for interesting work 
after training.
5.34 11 Monotony. 5 2 .2 5
21st 11 4 y.or.otony
3.05 13 Fewer opportunities of 
interesting work after
4 1.80
NOTE: ?nly raisons:s doutly ticked (see p
training.
) are co^mted in this table.
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Nursing Group advantages No. of times
1st. Variety of work 
2nd. Satisfaction of feeling helpful 
3rd. Meeting great variety of people 









1st. megular hours and free time ^9
2nd. Good pay 19
3rd. individual freedom 18
4th. Scope for initiative 7
Total 71
D. GOi^I^^SON u/ TiUiNBD Jl'UDENT NURSB OPINIONS.
Ta Die XX! and Figure B show that student nurses are less 
concerned with the limitations to their recreation than the trained 
nurses, Dut are more concerned, as are the public aUout 
unsympathetic seniors, low pay and long hours. "Long hours" is 
cited slightly less frequently, low pay markedly less frequently, 
and unsympathetic seniors aDout equally Dy student nurses in 
comparison with puDlic opinion.
In comparison with the trained nurse opinion, the greatest 
differences of student opinion relate to ‘old fashioned discipline' 
as well as to unsympathetic seniors; and these two may well ue 
directly related. The students feel the long hours, more, and also
f ig . p.
COMPARISON OF "PUBLIC'ano TEACHER OPINION ABOUT TEACHING
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oexng taken away from home. They are less concerned aDout 
physical strain, extraneous duties and 'fewer marriage opportunities.' 
This last contrast recalls Jephcott's "ordinary girls" theory that 
nursing is an alternative to marriage. The tendency to harden is 
slightly more emphasized Dy students than trained nurses, and as 
this is also given c,.s a disadvantage Dy some 50^ of the public, it 
is a concept which it would be interesting to study further. Mi 
attempt to study this, which had to De abandoned (see appendix HI) 
suggests that necessary emotional control may De misinterpreted 
as lack of feeling in nurses.
Low pay concerns the student nurses more than the trained
ones. 4*s strictly, student nurses receive no salary Dut a training
grant during their 'apprenticeship', their judgements about pay
ought to relate to their future, in fact it is not unlikely that
many forget their student status when receiving their grants from
the same office which deals with salaries of trained staff.
«
h. Group Opinions Compared from the Results of the last two 
Questionnaires.
The histograms F, G. & H. contrast public opinion about 
each occupation with that of trained practising members within each.
Figure F. shows a stereotype of the teacher as a 'bossy' and 
hardened spinster, burdened with 'extraneous duties' and mental 
strain. Her work is not considered particularly well paid, nor 
,with very good prospects of further advancement. To a fair number 
it appears monotonous, and not allowing scope for initiative, and 
with some lack of sympathy between senior and junior ranks.
In contrast the teachers themselves find no monotony and 





















































































their extraneous duties, the mental strain, and most of «11, their 
lo w pcay. 1
Figure H suggests that secretarial work is looked upon «s 
extremely dull, if lacking many of the disadvantages of the other 
occupations. The workers themselves appear as fairly contented 
apart from their fear of eyestrain, ülthough this must be « potential 
disadvantage to discourage recruitment amongst candidates with 
disorders of vision, the marked emphasis by those m o  are otherwise 
apparently contented workers is suggestive of a possible focus for 
an occupational neurosis.
Figure G. shows one general difference from that of the other 
two histograiiiS. In no case does the lighter column cross the darker 
one, i.e. the nursing opinion generally is less discontented on all 
the matters listed th^n the public opinion. The stereotype picture 
Shows that nursing conditions are thought of as very hard and 
underpaid. The unsyiupathetic seniors and old-fashioned discipline 
are only second to the low pay and long hours. The tendency to 
harden is quoted approximately the same number of times against 
nursing aS against teaching. Curiously, there is no suggestion that 
nursing "makes bossy", so that the bossiness of the teacher is 
something different from the 'lack of sympathy' of the seniors.
in contrast to teaching, less than 50% of trained nurses 
considered themselves underpaid, despite the strong public opinion 
about this. This may be explainable in part by the fact that the 
1948 increase in nurses' salary scales and the injbroduction of 
training grants for student nurses would tend to affect the opinions
^ imd see Appendix V of Agenda of Meeting of Convocation. October 1955
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of nurses more than of the public for a considerable time, since 
there is always a considerable lag between actual reforms and their 
general appreciation.
jLt is interesting to note the rank order given by the 
trained^urse to the various disadvantages, although what the public 
think about nursing is important as well aS what nurses think about 
their conditions, from the point of view of recruitment. The 
limitations on recreation is the most commonly felt disadvantage; 
and is of course, one related to a split shift system of duties, 
and to irregular hours of work in any field. Second to this the 
nurses show concern still with rates of pay, and with unsympathetic 
seniors. They find hours of work long, and apt to encroach on 
personal freedom. Some 33^ also complain of extraneous duties. It
would be of interest to know more what the nurses mean by this,
since "extraneous duties" is a disadvantage originating in the 
teachers’ complaints.
one purpose of the three occupations questionnaire, in its 
revised edition, was to gain some measure of the extent to which 
the deterrents to nursing mentioned in the Government or kin g Party 
deport (see Table VII) were felt as important by trained nurses.
Only two of these reasons, namely, ’limitations on recreation’ and 
’ unsympathetic seniors’ are cited by more than 25/b of trained nurses,
Although 46^ 0 of trained nurses stress the disadvantage of
unsympathetic seniors, 21^ of secretarial workers and 13.3^ teacherô 
also mention this as a disadvantage in their occupation.
^8 regards nursing taking agirl away from home too much, it 
is interesting to notice that the opposite disadvantage, lack of
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opportunity to live away from home, is given against secretarial 
work by 41. of the public who placed secretarial work third.
This suggests that the fact that a job does take a girl or woman 
away from home is by not a fev/ people considered an advantage 
rather th«n otherwise.
This picture of nursing opinion is, of course, susceptible 
of Various interpretations. It m«y mean that nurses lack the right 
critical spirit shown by teachers and secretarial workers. Or it 
m«y show a genuine contentment vâth an occupation which is, for 
historical and emotional reasons possibly liable to be less 
objectively assessed than the other two occupations.
ioC.
VI. LI8CUSSIQH.
The frequent use of the word status in public discussions 
around the nursing profession at the time of the launching of 
Britain’s National health Service in 1948 suggested a social-self- 
consciousness in apparent contradiction to the findings of 
Thouless (1951) and Pear (1941).
Social change is commonly accelerated in a post-war era. It 
seemed therefore possibly a ’safe' experiment in social psychology 
to attempt to investigate the social standing of nursing, since 
this was presumably what v/as meant by 'the status' of nursing and 
the nurse.
examination of the literature suggested that prestige was 
the psychological reflection of the sociological status, so that by 
a comparison of various components of prestige, an*assessment might 
be made more accurately than by asking for more generalised status 
or admiration rankings.
-Although women's occupations have not been particularly 
studied in this country by sociologists or social psychologists, 
there are some American studies, a few of which mention nursing.
The considered results of the many studies to date, using lists 
between twenty and two hundred or more occupational names suggest 
that the 'middle range occupations' (amongst which nursing is 
counted) are least accurately placed despite the usual 'surprising 
agreement' reported amongst varied and numerous subject groups.
This difficulty of judgement probably relates both to the 
occupations themselves, and to the general difficulty of judgements 
in non-extreme cases.
Nursing was therefore contrasted with only four, and later
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two, alternative occupations generally held to be comparable. Ho 
attempt has been made to use any situs or family in the sense 
suggested by ^enoit-Jmullyan (1946) or Hatt (1950). The selection 
of occupations was based on simple social'findings, in nursing 
school statistics and the studies of the Larfcet (1952) and Lingwood 
(1941;. iilthougii women’s occupations in general have not been 
studied by sociologists or psychologists in this country, nursing 
is probably unique for the number of investigations and evaluations 
made by individuals, and committees and commissions, and more recently, 
psychologists, since the first. Lancet, enquiry in 1932
The review of these illustrates the slowness of reform 
characteristic of institutional change. It also suggests the 
possibility that so much public stress on the disadvantages of 
nursing training, unbalanced by an equal emphasis of its advantages, 
may.be itself a factor that has militated against recruitment. In 
so far as there are emotional reasons for the ’unpopularity of 
nursing’, as hinted at by the references to supposed marriage 
prevention, lack of attractiveness in dress, making a woman hard, 
and imposing undue limits on "initiative" (which may be linked, in 
popular thought, with ’self expression’; public opinion is likely 
to be selectively attentive to and retentive of, the unfavourable 
rather than the favourable points of any published criticism.
in the present ’public enquiry’', the first questionnaire 
assumed the capacity amongst respondents, in an anonymous situation, 
to accept references to social distinctions, or stratification.
Printed references to these are tolerated in such documents as the 
registrar General’s Occupational Tables which "since 1911" have
1C2.
4L
Utilised give^ f groups "traditionally described as social classes.'*
In the early days of professional nurse-training the Nightingale 
School v/as able to advertise for "respectable women" «nd "a 
limited nuiaber of gentlewomen..... for superior situations." 
References to social strata were openly made in newspapers and 
journals and novels in the nineteenth and early twentieth century.
Results from the first questionnaire showed however th^t 
judgements «bout dress and home background were resented by some 
subjects. Table IV shows a marked increase in abstentions from 
judgement on these two themes, together with « greater number of 
remarks volunteered. Numbers were not great enough to allow any 
worthwhile analysis of the social background of those who «bst«ined 
and/or volunteered 'emotionally toned' remarks.
Positive results from the questionnaire did snow however 
thdt "on the whole" nurses have higher social prestige than clerical 
workers, saleswomen or light factory workers, and that they 
approximate in prestige fairly closely to teachers. In the 
Registrar General's Tables also nursing and teaching both appear 
in grade II, and the other occupations in III or IV, "Light factory 
work" in fact proved useful in anchoring judgements, despite the 
fact that it is the former occupation of a few at least student 
nurses.
The prestige profilesbctsed on the scores awarded in this 
questionnaire show clearly the commonly held view that teachers 
lack dress sense and/or interest in clothes. Nurses too are rated 
low for this component. Remarks such as "botn teachers and nurses 
are more interested in their work than in their clothes" and that 
teachers are 'dowdy( even ‘expensively dressed are very suggestive
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of stereotyped ideas. 'Stereotypes' however range from the 
Pathologically fixed idea to the socially useful ' pl^totype', 
suggested by Mace (1943) and there is no evidence from this study 
to indicate the degree of mental fixity of these claims. In 
connection with these findings about supposed lack of concern tvith 
personal appearance in nurses «s well as teachers, it is of interest 
to recall two other items.... There is Jephcott's finding that her 
'ordinary girls' consider nursing a barrier to marriage. There is 
the complaint of a matron, at a Nurses' league reunion, that she 
has "lost" some 50% of her students to marriage during the p«st 
year.
In the nurses' prestige profile there is ^Iso the strikingly 
low score «Warded for initiative, in marked contrast to the score 
awarded for responsibility. This is important, since from the 
evidence of the remarks on the questionnaires «nd later from the 
advantages cited by members of the teaching and secretarial worker 
groups, outlet for initiative is stressed, so that « belief in the 
minas of the public, that nursing training allows no outlet for 
initiative, could be a deterrent to recruitment. In schools today, 
as in the psycho-analytic literature in its "papular" form, self 
expression is considered essential to full mental health and 
enjoyment of life, and it seems likely that the meaning behind the 
word initiative (itself provided by respondents at the beginning 
of this enquiry) is allied to th«t of self-expression. In view 
of the nurses' claim, in the later questionnaire, to the advantage 
of variety in their work, it would be of interest to investigate 
further how far nurses do in fact, feel themselves to be acting
1 0 4 .
so entirely under doctors' orders that they find their own 
initiative frustrated.
Since the paired comparisons questionnaire proved too 
difficult a task for widespread use, and in view of its statistical 
limitations and demands outlined by Slater, the form of enquiry was 
Changed to a simpler but more superficial one so that « greater 
range of opinion might be obtained. The desired reference to 
social stratification WaS made less direct, «s one of twenty-one 
occupational disadvantages. Also, in view of the evidence of 
strong emotional reactions to the publications of the Government 
Forking Party's Report on Nursing (published after this enquiry 
was launched) reference to its findings was made a part of the 
second stage of this study.
Figure B .(page \^\ , shows the relative popularity of 
nursing, as against its prestige assessed earlier, when compared 
with teaching «nd secretarial work, the other most common fields 
of occupation considered by school leavers in the absence of more 
specific instruction in vocational possibilities.
In terms of popularity, teaching is definitely first in 
place and nursing third, in the majority of cases. Where Northern 
and Southern, or Urban and Rursl groups could be contrasted, the 
differences were only slight. Parental opinion is particularly 
unfavourable to nursing, and this must be an important factor in 
recruitment. The groups of workers in social science end health 
fields modify the picture in a way which suggests their being 
alternatives to nursing in a similar broad field.
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The histograms G. - H. relating to occupational disadvantages 
give an interesting analysis of opinions about the three 
occupations. They show up popular stereotypes and give some 
indication of job satisfaction. The reference to social standing, 
admittedly only an oblique one, is considered most relevant to 
secretarial work. The score for "less likely to meet people of 
good social standing" is lower for nursing than for teaching. It 
may of course, h«ve been in the minds of some subjects th«t 
"meeting" as «. nurse was only that of a servant to « sick person, 
or to medical attendants proper. Yet there is no obvious reason 
to suppose that "meet" should be taken to mean something different 
in nursing from what it means in teaching or secretarial work*
Within the limits of this enquiry therefore, the prestige 
or status of nursing compares favourably with that of teaching 
and is superior to that of secretarial work, saleswomdiship and 
light factory work. This status rating was obtained «t a time 
When nursing was still considered to be badly paid and nurses 
overworked.
In so far as status relates to financial return, recent 
changes have raised the status of nursing. Hyman (I94x) however 
showed that subjective status was as important as its objective 
criteria, and that subjects’ self-evaluations of their status 
relotted to relatively small reference groups. It is possible 
therefore that the nurses who complained of l«ck of status were 
affected by the public unpopularity of their calling. There are 
suggestions in the evidence gathered for this study that emotional
1Gb
reasons contribute to the unpopularity of nursing, as wexl «s the 
obvious occupational difficulties of shift duty, high standard of 
discipline etc. In so far *aS an occupation is thought to put 
severe restrictions on "Initiative" in some sense, it ?d.ll lose 
esteem in a society that places high value on that quality.
VII. OONCLUCUNS.
I. ii taboo on direct individual reference to various social
distinctions appears still operative in Lngl«nd. It is most 
operative, by the evidence of this enquiry, in rural districts 
and auiongst 'lower* occupational strata.
a. iuuongst those able to answer a paired comparisons questionnaire 
about the prestige of five occupations, a cle=r gradation in 
the order teaching, nursing, clerical v/ork, saleswomanship, 
factory work, 'was obtained*
3. Jhen compared by a different method, with teaching and 
secretarial work only, nursing was shown to be markedly less 
popular than these two as a possible field of work for a 
female relative, in various parts of hnglcuid.
4. Stereotype pictures of teacher, nurse and secretarial worker 
are given by three histograms.
5. Analysis of disadvantages often cited against the three 
occupations suggests that, despite their many disadvantages, 
teaching and nursing are rated higher than secretarial work 
for general social standing*
b. The disadvantages of nursing conditions stressed by the 
■working Party Report are shov/n to weigh less heavily with 
trained than student nurses, and to be, to some extent, 
considered disadvantages within the other occupation also*
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APPENDIX 1*A
ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES YOU ARE ASKED TO RECORD YOUR IMPRESSIONS 
ABOUT VARIOUS OCCUPATIONS FOR WOMEN.
1o So far as you can, give an opinion about the occupation 
as a whole, i.e., neglect the exceptional cases.
2o Please say what you think in making a quick judgment on 
each case, even though you may know that you are giving 
. rather conventional or stereotyped judgments*
5o On each page you are asked to choose between pairs of
occupations in respect to various features of the work, or 
the workers, and to underline the one you choose*
If you feel that the two occupations are equal in that 
particular feature, underline BOTH.
If you feel that your knowledge is too limited to make a 
choice, do not underline either.
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING DEFINITIONS VERY CAREFULLY BEFORE 
YOU BEGIN:
For the purpose of this enquiry SALESWOMEN is used to indicate 
SHOP ASSISTANTS in, e.g., a large departmental store.
LIGHT FACTORY WORKERS refers to women workers in light industry, 
including e.g., cardboard box making, laundry work, sorting and 
packing, etc.
SCHOOL TEACHERS means the general, primary school teachers.
CLERKS refers to women working as shorthand typists, audit clerks. 
Post Office Workers, etc*, i.e., the general run of secretarial 
workers in industry and commerce, excluding people with positions 
of special responsibility, or administrative functions.
TRAINED HOSPITAL NURSES includes Sisters, Charge Nurses and 
Staff-Nurses, etc*
YOU MAY REFER BACK TO THIS PAGE IF YOU WISH TO DO 80.
Please make any comments you may have, at the bottom of each 
page. Any suggestions for improving this method of obtaining 
people's opinions about various occupations will be welcomed.
If there is not sufficient room for all the comments you wish 
to make, write on the reverse side of the page.
If, on any page, you find it difficult to decide exactly what 
is meant by the wording, please state in your own words the 




On the whole, which group in which pair is likely 
had the longer and better education? (School, 
etc.) Underline that one.
If both are equal in this respect, underline both.
is too 
either.
If you feel that your knowledge of an occupation 
limited to allow you to choose, do not underline
1o Light Factory Workers. Clerks.
2. Saleswomen. Trained Hospital Nurses.
Trained Hospital Nurses. School Teachers.
4. School Teachers. Saleswomen.
5o Clerks. Trained Hospital Nurses.
6. Saleswomen. Clerks. '
7o School Teachers. Light Factory Workers.
8. Light Factory- Workers. Saleswomen.
9o Trained Hospital Nurses. Light Factory Workers. •
10. Clerks. School Teachers.
Any comments or criticisms? Please be frank.
i
In each pair, which group has to take the greater 
responsibility while at work? Underline tbat one.
If both are equal in this respect, underline both.
If you feel that your knowledge of an occupation is 
too limited to allow you to choose, do not underline either.
({dk)
School Teachers. Light Factory Workers.
2o Trained Hospital Nurses. Saleswomen.
Saleswomen, Light Factory Workers.
4. Clerks School Teachers
Light Factory Workers Clerks.
Saleswomen School Teachers.
7c Light Factory Workers. Trained Hospital Nurses
8. Clerks. Saleswomen.
School Teachers. Trained Hospital Nurses
10. Trained Hospital Nurses. Clerks.
Any comments or criticisms? Please be frank.
On the whole, which of each pair is likely to he 
the better dressed (off duty)? Underline that one.
If both are equal in this respect, underline both.
If you feel that your knowledge of any occupation 
is too limited to allow you to choose, do not underline either.
School Teachers. Trained Hospital Nurses,
2o Trained Hospital Nurses. Clerks.
3 . School Teachers. Light Factory Workers.
Saleswomen, School Teachers.
5o Light Factory Workers. Saleswomen,
6. Trained Hospital Nurses. Light Factory Workers
7 . Clerks. Saleswomen.
8. Saleswomen. Trained Hospital Nurses
9o Light Factory Workers. Clerks.
10. Clerks. School Teachers
Any comments or criticisms? Please be frank.
»Of each pair, in which group are the members 
more likely to be able to use their own ideas while at 
work? Underline that groupo
If both are equal in this respect, underline both.
is too 
eithero
If you feel that your knowledge of an occupation 
limited to allow you to choose, do not underline
1. Trained Hospital Nurses. Clerks.
2o Clerks. School Teachers. •
5. Light Factory Workers. Trained Hospital Nurses.
School Teachers. Saleswomen.
5o Saleswomen. Light Factory Workers.
6. Clerks. Light Factory Workers.
7. Light Factory Workers. School Teachers.
So Trained Hospital Nurses. School Teachers.
9- Saleswomen. Clerks.
10. Saleswomen. Trained Hospital Nurses.




On the whole, which of each pair do you consider 
comes from'the better class home"% as judged by conventional 
social standards'? Underline that one.
If both are equal in this respect, underline both.
If you feel that your knowledge of an occupation 
is too limited to allow you to choose, do not underline either.
School Teachers. Trained Hospital Nurses
2o Trained Hospital Nurses. Clerks.
5. School Teachers Light Factory Workers
Saleswomen School Teachers.
5o Light Factory Workers Saleswomen.
6 . Trained Hospital Nurses. Light Factory Workers
7o Clerks, Saleswomen,
80 Saleswomen. Trained Hospital Nurses,
Light Factory Workers Clerks,
10. Clerks. School Teachers.
Any comments or criticisms? Please be frank.
fWi)
Of each pair, which group on the average is 
likely to be the more intelligent? Underline that one.
If both are equal in this respect, underline both.
If you feel that your knowledge of any occupation 
is too limited to allow you to choose, do not underline either
1, Saleswomen. Light Factory Workers
Light Factory Workers. Clerks
3. School Teachers Light Factory Workers.
Clerks School Teachers
5. Trained Hospital Nurses. Saleswomen.
Light Factory Workers Trained Hospital Nurses.
7. School Teachers Trained Hospital Nurses.
8. Clerks Saleswomen,
Trained Hospital Nurses Clerks
10. Saleswomen School Teachers
Any comments or criticisms? Please be frank.
( ^ i i )
On the whole, which of each pair do you think 
likely to he able to enjoy the higher material standard 
of living? Underline that one,
If you feel that both are equal in this respect, 
underline both.
If you feel that your knowledge of any occupation 
is too limited to allow you to choose, do not underline either.
1. Saleswomen. Light Factory Workers.
2o Light Factory Workers Clerks,
School Teachers. Light Factory Workers
4. Clerks, School Teachers.
5o Trained Hospital Nurses. Saleswomen.
6, Light Factory Workers. Trained Hospital Nurses,
School Teachers. Trained Hospital Nurses.
8. Clerks, Saleswomen,
9. Trained Hospital Nurses. Clerks
10. Saleswomen. School Teachers,
Any comments or criticisms? Please be frank.
(ix) ^
APPENDIX 1,B Ci)
1st edition of Three Occupations Questionnaire 
RESEARCH ON VARIOUS WOMEN'S OCCUPATIONS
B
I. If you had a daughter or a sister just about to choose 
her occupation in life, which would you prefer her to 
choosef supposing her to be equally capable of all three?
(a) General Clerical Work
(b) Teaching
(c) Hospital Nursing
Please put (1) by your first preference, and (2) by your 
second.
IIo Please write your third preference here ....... ........
and then tick the main reasons why YOU would prefer her 
NOT to choose this third occupation.
1. Hours of work are too long.
2. There is less personal freedom for the worker.
3. There is too little scope for initiative in the work.
4. There is too much physical strain involved.
3o There is real danger of eye strain.
6. There is much mental strain involved.
7. The work is monotonous.
8. There are fewer opportunities for interesting work
after training.
9. Such work tends to harden a girl.
10. Such work tends to make a girl bossy and domineering.
11. On the whole, one is less likely to meet people
of good social standing in such work.
12. There are fewer opportunities for marriage.
13« The pay is too low for the work done.
14. There are too many extraneous duties demanded
these days.
Are there any other reasons, not given above, 
you wish to mention? If so, please write 
them here.
It would be of real assistance in this research if you 
would supply the following personal details about yourself. 
If, however, you prefer not to do so, please complete parts 
I and II only.
^ankyou for your co-operation.
ini.
Are you over or under 40 years of age? ..........
8ex . . . . . . 0 0 0 . 0 ......
What is your own occupation  ...... .
(S)
APPENDIX 1oB Cii)
In asking you to disclose your personal opinions about 
various women's careers, it is taken for granted that, 
whatever your opinion may be, you of course, would not 
interfere with the free choice of occupation by sister 
or daughter.
VIEWS ON VARIOUS OCCUPATIONS FOR WOMEN B.
I. If you had a daughter or a sister just about to choose 
her occupation in life, which would you prefer her to 
chooset supposing her to be equally capable of all 
three?





II Please write your third preference here  .......
and then tick the main reasons why you would prefer her 
NOT to choose this third occupation.
1. Hours of work are too long.
2. Such work makes a girl "bossy" and domineering.
3. Younger people are often made unhappy by
unsympathetic seniors in this work.
4. On the whole one is less likely to meet people
of good social standing in such work.
3. There is too much physical strain involved.
6. There are fewer opportunities for marriage.
7. The pay is too low for the work done.
8. Tnere is danger of eye-strain.
9o There are too many extraneous duties demanded 
these days.
10. Present conditions in this work are likely to
prove very frustrating to the youngsworker.
11. The work is monotonous.
12. There is too much old-fashkred discipline of
workers in this pccupation.
13® There are fewer opportunities for interesting 
work after training.
14. Such work offers little chance for a girl to
widen her experience by living away from home.
13® The chances of pleasant and interesting recreation 
are too limited.
16. Such work tends to harden a girl.
17® It is an occupation that encroaches too much 
on a girl's personal freedom.
18. There is much mental strain involved.
19® This work offers too little prospect of material 
well-being and reasonable comfort.
20. Such work tends to take a girl away from home
too much.
21. There is too little scope for initiative in this work,
Are there any other reasons, not given above, you wish 
to mention? If so, please write them on the back of 
this page.
III. It would be of real value in this research if you would 
supply the following details about yourself. If, 
however, you prefer not to do so, please complete parts 
I and II only. THANE YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION.
V/hat is your own occupation? .
Are vou 40 years of age?Are you
Sex
APPENDIX 1,0
RESEARCH ON VARIOUS WOMEN'S OCCUPATIONS
On the next page is a list of the various 
disadvantages which have been given as reasons stopping 
girls from taking up the three occupations of teaching, 
nursing, and general secretarial work.
Some reasons apply to one occupation, and some 
to another. Which of these do you, personally, consider 
are the true disadvantages in your own occupation?
Will you please do four things :-
(1) Tick twice any which you feel to be true, for
yourself, about your own occupation.
(2) Then tick once ( any which you know others who are 
in the same occupation as yourself may consider true, 
even though you may not agree with their views.
(3) Cross out any which you feel definitely do NOT apply 
to your occupation.
(4) On the third (blank) page, list briefly any advantages 
which you feel make your occupation preferable to the 
other two, for you, personally.
Your occupation    .....
Number of years in this occupation 
Rank or title, if any  .... .
Page 2 of APPENDIX 1,0
Disadvantages, attributed to the three occupations of teaching, 
nursing, and general secretarial work, which apply to your 
occupation.
1, Hours of work are too long.
2, Such work makes a girl "bossy" and domineering.
3e Younger people are often made unhappy by unsympathetic
seniors in this work,
4, On the whole one is less likely to meet people of good
social standing in such work,
5o There is too much physical strain involved.
6, There are fewer opportunities for marriage.
7« The pay is too low for the work done,
8, There is danger of eye-srrain.
9o There are too many extraneous duties demanded these days,
10, Present conditions in this work are likely to prove very
frustrating to the young worker,
11, The work is monotonous.
12, There is too much old-fashioned discipline of workers in
this occupation,
13» There are fewer opportunities for interesting work after
training,
14, Such work offers little chance for a girl to widen her
experience by living away from home,
13» The chances of pleasant ànd interesting recreation are
too limited,
16, Such work tends to harden a girl,
17» It is an occupation that encroaches too much on the
girl's personal freedom.
18, There is much mental strain involved,
19» The work offers too little prospect of material well-being
and reasonable comfort.
20, Such work tends to take a girl away from home too much.
21, There is too little scope for initiative in this work.
Are there any other reasons, not given above, you wish to mention? 
If so, please write them on the back of this page, and add the 
double (i//) or single ticks.
Nil)
Page 5 of APPENDIX 1,0
Advantages which you, personally, find in the occupation
of •.. o..  ............ . o.. o o o •. o o.., o. • compared with
the other two,
THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATION
APPENDIX II.
R esults of the letters to the hospital i>.atrons.
Only two of the originally selected hospitals failed to 
reply to the investigator's letter. Thes^ e were two type IV formerly 
cottage hospitals in the North. Enquiries made when up'North 
suggested adequate reasons in the way of administrative problems 
to explain this l=ck of reply, and so, instead of following up the 
original appeal, ^ further random selection was made from the other 
class IV hospitals in these arSdS, and co-operation was obtained 
Y/ithout difficulty.
Two type 1X1 hospitals also had to De replaced cy second 
choices. One of them replied that a date would De fixed for the 
visit vvhen the matron returned from holiday, Dut no further 
CO Ami uni cation was received. The other li^ atron invited & visit, cut 
then explained that on second thoughts she inclined to consider the 
enquiry as possibly prejudicial to her efforts to increase the 
number of recruits for training at that hospital. The list of 
disadvantages, particularly the one (15) referring to liAiited 
chances of interesting and pleasant recreation, might 'put ide*.s 
into the nurses' heads', and «s she herself was dissatisfied with 
the advantages this particular hospital still offered as regards 
recreational facilities and comfortable staff quarters, she was 
anxious not to risk drawing the attention of any of the nurses to 
the questionnaire.
loth the teaching hospitals (type V medical Schools), in 
the North refusea co-operation after consultation with their 
nursing committees. In neither case were really satisfactory
reasons given for non co-operation. lecause it was desired to
\
have representation from a teaching hospital to compare v/ith the 
other training schools and to maintain the North/South 
representation also, application was made to the teaching hospital 
of an adjacent region in the North. The Matron, when visited, 
appeared to be in favour of co-operation in the research, but later 
wrote that "the Nursing Committee....after very careful consideration 
decided that they did not wish the nursing staff to participate in 
the research, The representation from teaching hospitals, is, 
therefore, unsatisfactory.
Of the type IV formerly cottage hospitals, two co-operated 
fully, but one failed to return the forms accepted. The üiatron 
reported considerable efforts on her part to get her staff to 
co-operate, and the apparently contradictory behaviour of 3.R.N*s 
who complain frequently to her about the hardships of their life, 
and then refuse an opportunity to register their coAiplaints, aS 
in this questionnaire.
Method of sampling within the hospitals.
The method used to gain co-operation from the actual nursing 
staffs concerned varied in detail in different hospitals. So long 
O.S the principle of random selection was adhered to, the Matron was 
given as much freedom of choice as possible in details of approach.
In some cases the investigator was asked to speak to groups of 
staff to explain the matter herself and to rely on the letter 
accompanying the questionnaire to allay the doubts as to the 
anonymous nature of a subject's contribution. In a few cases the 
investigator was asked to be present v/hen the questionnaires were
distributed and answered. ^ut in the majority of cases this
distribution was done by the matron in accordance with the 
instructions given to safeguard the randomness of the selection 
and the investigator waS not present.
V.ith the trained staff, except where nuuibers were so small 
that it was felt better to aSk the -whole of the staff to complete 
the questionnaire, a randoA. selection was made from the nawes on 
the pay rolls, or duty lists. .<ith the student nurses, as larger 
nuiubers were needed, the majority of hospitals chose the method 
of asking the whole of one or two classes of students to complete 
the questionnaire in one of their study periods. fécond or third
year students were used as far as possible, which was in the
majority of cases.* AS it was not possible for the investigator to 
remain in a district long enough to ensure that instructions were ' 
fully implemented as regards nuiubers of students, .the samples 
Obtained do not correspond exactly to the numbers asked fcr , but 
there is no reason to suspect that the random principle has been 
disregarded in such samples as have been.obtained. in several 
Cases numbers v/ould h*ve been exact had male nurses' returns been
used, but the study has been restricted to female trainees.
■àPfaKDIX III.
Discussions with individual Social Science Students.
The cdui or these interviews was to try out a different 
method of interview recording, and unaer the cover of such an 
experiment to try and find out how many of the social worker 
trainees who volunteered as subjects had considered nursing ^s a 
possible alternative career, and their reasons for preferring 
social work. Mechanical recordings were mode of these interviews.
The presence of the microphone was explained to all subjects 
beforehand, and they were asked if they would prefer not to have 
the conversation recorded. No objections were raised at all, and 
only one subject showed any nervousness at talking by the microphone.
Ostensibly the interview was concerned v'/ith "various women's" 
occupations and reasons for choice of careers." Subjects were 
first asked about their own choice of particular training, then 
about the opinion shown by questionnaire results, that "teaching 
makes a girl bossy and domineering." From this the conversation 
was brought round to the three mmLn objections to nursing, namely 
the long hours, lov? pay and the "tendency to harden a girl. " Since 
all subjects spoke of "interest in people" as one of their reasons 
for training for social work, it was not aifficult to insert the 
question "have you ever considered nursing as a career yourself?" 
into these interviews, and then to ask why nursing had not been 
chosen.
The investigator was not known, by any of these subjects, 
to have any experience in nursing.
(xviii)
Results from interviews.
Only twelve recordings were made owing to the interruption 
of the work by sick leave, but a study of the views expressed by 
these twelve subjects seems relevant, since, as Table XII shows, 
social science students consider nursing more favourably than most 
other groups.
Only two of the subjects had any knov/n physical weakness.
One of these had, despite a slight physical disability, tried 
repeatedly to obtain re-admission to a medical school after failing 
first m. ij. So that lO out of la at least, were not rejecting 
nursing, primarily from the point of view of their ovvn health.
The answers given by the'subjects are reported more fully 
in Appendix XV. jout their views on the two mt^ in questions are 
summarised below ;-
(i; Reasons for not considering nursing when seeking «n occupation 
"to do with people"
4 subjects said nursing was too hard and/or exacting an 
occupation.
2 subjects disliked it because it produced social isolation.
2 subjects disliked it because it provided too little (general)
theoretical training.
1 (a graduate) thought it too unspecialised, and so a "waste''^  
of her university training,^'
.1 disliked it because she considered it lacked scope for 
individuality.
1 disliked it because of "unnecessary petty discipline. "
1 (who had taken part I of training) thought general
nursing WaS very depressing and really less important than
  social work in, e.g. the care of tuberculosis.
1^
(ii) opinions about the Idea th^t "nursing tends to harden a &irl'
4 considered that a hardening of the personality definitely 
occurred during hospital training and service.
3 thought such hardening - was not inevitable, but was a
definite risk if there v/as any "tendency to hardness" in
those #10 took up nursing.
5 disagreed ;vith this widely held view, and thought that
what people described oS hardening was only really a 
necessary control of the emotions.
(xx)i.
IV.
ElLmx.AtlEb OF INTERVIEWE wITH T.,EIVE SCOIAL SCIENCE 3TUDENTS 
(l> The subjects answers to the questions about why they personally
did not choose nursing, are summarised below
S. lo The routine of the nurse's work is the chief reason.
would like to work in hospital, but not as a nurse. There 
is a rigid type of hierarchy in nursing and you just have 
to keep to it. The continual repetition of dealing with 
people in distress.
3* c:. Had often thought about nursing, up to the time of actual 
entry medford College. Cociel work has v/iaer scope. It 
is more interesting and not so exacting. In nursing you 
have people watching you all the time and so less scope 
for individual action as in social work.
3. 3® Not 'terribly keen on nursing' and family s«id 'don't go
nursing whatever you do'. Chiefly because it is sucn 
hard work.
3* 4. Not made of the stuff that nurses are made of.' ^ d  in 
nursing you tend to stop learning after the staff nurse 
stage. Very rarely stay on to Sistership or matronship. 
Usually go out and take these 'low sort of jobs'. 
Almonering much wdaer, thougii not perhaps so practical, 
mut the physical side of nursing is so stiff. On your 
feet all day.
3. 5* Not interested in anatomy. Prefer people up and doing,
and in their whole environment. I thinkthe first
vocation for women is really luarriage, and nursing 
reduces your marriage chances. Doctors just wouldn't 
look to nurses anyway for future wives. They would want 
their wives outside the hospital set-up. I believe too 
there Is quite a large incidence of nervous breakdovna 
aiuongst nurses.
Si, b. This subject had done Part I of the J.k. training, but 
'not tempted to general nursing', midder students were 
older on the whole. General nursing students only 
concerned to get out to private work and fees, ^nd cancers 
and T.ij's are so depressing, wid uiyway it is the social 
side, the patient's attitude to. his T. o. that mecns life 
or death for him.
3. 7, Rejected idea of nursing because 'I did want to go to the 
university and if you hoVe got a degree it is a bit late 
to start nursing, and in a w^y it's a waste of a degree. 
One is better equipped, no, not better, but more 
specialised. If one doesn't want to go to a university 
and is attracted to helping people, then nursing is good."
f
3» y. Nurses do not do enough theory, at least not on the
philosophical abstract lines. In nursing there are so many 
disadvantages, initially at least, that if you do it shows 
you really Want to. After you have nursed you never leave 
it, except for physical reasons. It is just your life and 
nothing else matters.
S* 9. Economic reasons mostly, my parents were very alive to
these. jind i imea I was not physically perfect, so 
nursing v/ould haVe been a strain*
S* 1C* Had thought about it, but felt that the work on the wards 
was not what I wanted to do. Not the actual treatment of
people, ^nd then the living in. You are cut off from the
rest of the community*
3. 11. Would like to have been nurse out felt I wasn't the
right type, my mother was a nurse, and I felt I wouldn't 
like the petty discipline, afraid I should answer back 
and that would not get me far. Nursing is a vocation, 
and with a job like that you don't mind about the hours.
I have just been looking at the scales of pay and think 
they are quite good. You get your training free, and 
living in.
3* 12. 1 would like to have done nursing but Father put his foot
down and said I wasn't to, and I just didn't give another
thought. (Ywhy Father's attitude). He said the hours were 
terrible, the pay was low and he just did not agree with 
it. Yet I would have thought he would have (done; aS he 
is very interested in first aid. He does all that at his 
work and would have been a doctor but there was not the 
money. If there had been the financial means I think he 
would have let me be a doctor. It was probably tied up 
in his Xuind. with social ideas, m doctor is regarded as a 
higher social class, and a nurse isn't now. That v/ouldn't 
come into nursing, of course, but perhaps it does,
im^A)
unconsciously, with a doctor.
(2) The subjects' answers when aSked what they thought about the 
third objection 'tendency to harden a girl' and what they 
thought people meant by it*
3. 1* In a lot of cases it does harden. There is the
tendency to treat the patient cS something scientific
and to forget the patient's point of view rather. 
Repetition, i.e. the sight of so much suffering hardens* 
imd the routine. 3he does not haVe to think so ^ucn 
originally. ohe has to carry out the orders of the 
doctors. Doctors are less hardened oecause less 
repetition, i.e. they have the more interesting port, 
dociel work deals with problems which are less physical 
than in the mind, so (the social worker) has to treat 
everyone and their needs demand wore th©n in nursing. 
i*nd then there is the hospital atw.osphere, against the 
houies of the people. ’
3. 2. It is in the work. It is bound to be like that.
because lives hang in the balance and if a nurse is
allowed to do 'just this or that...' (In answer to query 
88 to whether lives might not sometimes depend upon a 
nurse using initiative) It may. out ^ore after training 
than during training.
3. 3« Ü nurse must get hardened to get used to 'a lot of blood
and people cut about and the awful state they get into', 
■^ ut don't think this affects their personality as a whole.
(xxiv)i.
S..O 4. Nursing does not harden, but there is a necessary
indifference, not to suffering, but to the appearance 
of ghastly wounds. Their reaction is ’what can we do’ 
instead of ’0, hovv horri^le’. Probably people think them 
hard because those v/ho dear with serious diseases get 
a revised scale of values and show relatively less 
sympathy for the less ill which is taken for a total 
lack of sympathy.
3. 5* Nursing would only harden if there is a tendency to be
hard anyway. Perhaps people are thinking of the Matron 
or dister in charge. One is always hearing of those 
’tartars of Sisters’ but perhaps there is a warm heart 
under the fierce exterior*
3. 5* If she is to be efficient a nurse must not snow her
emotions. Yet if she does become hardened the essence 
of nursing is gone. Nursing is an emotional occupation. 
It is no use if you can’t feel the others’ sufferings, 
but the necessity is the learning to control the 
emotions. This checking of emotions should not carry 
over into general life, but It does. It is a great 
pity but when you do rise in nursing you become 
terribly impatient with newcomers and foil to see how 
anyone can really understand what is best for the 
patient. The Yard Sister is there solely to check up 
on other people’s v/ork. The good lard Sister gives the 
/best jobs to the students. That is why teaching is 
more interesting than nursing. Nursing is carrying
(xxy) ii.
out the doctor's orders. Teaching is using one's own 
initiative.
a. 7. Hardening not really correct. It is more a narrowness. 
It is a narrow life. You never get aw^y. Your whole 
life is amongst sickness or accidents, which might 
affect your mental health if you are not strong willed 
enough to get away whenever possible* Doctors and 
physiotherapists also ail tend the same way, to get 
narrow. The need is for some re-organisation to get a 
more balanced, cultured, life.
3. 8. Hardens is a mistaken view. Nursing does not make the
individual indifferent, but gives a reasonable point of 
view. One is not hard because one takes illness as a 
matter of course and as something that can be attended 
to. Have one friend who has always wanted to be a nurse, 
ohe has a streak of hardness in her, is 'very efficient* 
and will make a wonderful nurse, but is not terribly 
sympathetic. If you go to her with any sort of 
emotional problem she will brush it aside with some 
common-sense remark, possibly it is this they mean.
o. 9. Nursing does not make a girl hard but would certainly 
encourage any tendencies to hardness in her.
3. It. It does seem to be true, doesn't it? People you know 
who have been nurses ané are now mothers do tend to be 
hard and domineering. It is not a thing you can shed 
off-duty if you stay long enough.
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3. 11. Mother’s friends are not hard, but I feel it
harden you soAiehow. You get used to suffering.
S'. 12* I wouldn’t really have thought that at all. I have
several friends v/ho are nurses and they are not
hardened. They are keener than ever aoout it. I 
suppose people mean you get used to seeing disease and 
so you are not moved by it. You don't feel sorry and 
concerned. You take it as a matter of course.
